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ABSTRACT 

 

Although the importance of integrating social and natural science understandings in natural 

resource management (NRM) models has been largely acknowledged, current evidence suggests 

that that there has been limited success in achieving such integration. Integrated NRM model 

development processes are complicated by the lack of consensus between disciplines as to how 

NRM problems should be defined and addressed. In the Northern Thailand region, attempts to 

define NRM problems, system boundaries, stakeholder groups or environmental processes are 

subject to complex and multi-facetted perspectives in a highly politicized context. The problems 

resulting from the complexity and political sensitivity of developing an NRM model for Doi 

Inthanon National Park in Chiang Mai, Thailand led to the formulation of three research 

questions addressed in this dissertation. 

1. Perspectives: Whose perspectives have determined the NRM problem definitions of the 

NRM models developed for the Northern Thailand region and how has this influenced 

the integration of social and natural systems understandings?  



 

2. Problems: Does the perspective used to develop an NRM model problem definition affect 

NRM model outcomes when modeling in a localized context? 

3. Pesticides: Should the concerns of local stakeholder groups within Doi Inthanon National 

Park, such as pesticide use management, receive more attention as environmental 

conservation priorities in NRM model development processes? 

This dissertation demonstrates that the influence of a dominant national level environmental 

narrative decreases researcher and stakeholder satisfaction with an NRM model‟s representation 

of interactions between social and natural systems. Furthermore, within the localized context of 

Doi Inthanon National Park, perspectives on NRM problem definitions varied widely amongst 

stakeholder groups. Finally, the pesticide use management concerns identified by local 

stakeholder groups were shown to be legitimate NRM issues that need to be addressed. 

Accounting for the different perspectives about NRM issues in an area and the power 

differentials between those perspectives is necessary to better understand the interaction between 

stakeholder groups and their reactions to a NRM model development program. This increased 

understanding will reduce the perceptions of disciplinary incompatibility within a NRM model 

development program and ensure that the choice of NRM priorities is transparent as opposed to 

obscure. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: PERSPECTIVES, PROBLEMS, AND PESTICIDES 

 
 After two decades of attempts to embed socioeconomic perspectives in 
integrated assessment of agriculture and natural resources in Thailand, some 
successes can be claimed, largely within the agricultural economist profession… 
In [an NRM modeling] process it can be hard to see how a social scientist—a 
non-economist, can contribute in a meaningful and challenging way to such an 
assessment. Linkage between their social theory (in a broad sense) and practice is 
often not present. (Ekasingh & Letcher, 2008: p. 141-142) 
 
 Thus, not only is the dominating concept of "watershed" a social 
construct, but its meaning is also deeply embedded in an unequal power 
relationship. History and reality have been used by the state and its allies to 
formulate a notion of "watershed" to justify their control and manipulation of 
highland resources. In this sense, the "watershed forest" is not a fixed biological 
component, but, rather, a constantly negotiating site in which different concepts 
and practices intersect, and local reality and scientific myth collide. 
(Laungaramsri, 2000: p. 54) 
 

1.1 Modeling from a Chemical Engineering Perspective 

 
I began working in Thailand as a Chemical Engineering Master‟s Degree student at King 

Mongkut‟s University Technology Thonburi. In this program, I was afforded the opportunity to 

model the dissolved oxygen concentration of the raceway ponds used to raise rainbow trout in 

Doi Inthanon National Park, which is located in the Northern Thai province of Chiang Mai. This 

research was meant to further environmental conservation goals for the area by enabling water 

conservation if the model showed that a water recirculation system could be used to reduce the 

water demand of the fishery ponds. As a chemical engineer, this presented a relatively 

straightforward process:  

1. Define the system boundary (the concrete pond structure). 

2. Define the system inlets (the water inlet pipe, oxygen across the surface area of the 

pond), outlets (the water outlet pipe), and identify the reactions occurring within the pond 

(trout respiration, benthic respiration). 

3. Conceptualize and formulate the model (a basic mass balance equation across a series of 

continuous stirred-tank reactors). 
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4. Collect the necessary data and calibrate and validate the model. 

5. Run the model according to different dissolved oxygen concentrations for the inlet water 

to determine if the reduced oxygen content of reused water will support the trout 

respiration requirements. 

When asked to develop an overall water management model for the Doi Inthanon National Park 

area, it seemed that all that would be necessary would be to scale-up this process taking into 

account major water sources and sinks throughout the Park. 

 However, the scale-up of the model development process proved to be much more 

complex than simply adding more components. As the quotes at the beginning of this 

introduction indicate, there is little consensus between disciplines as to how natural resource 

management (NRM) in the Northern Thailand region should be approached. Any attempt to 

define system boundaries is subject to addressing complex and multi-facetted issues in a highly 

politicized context: as Laungaramsri (2000) argues, defining a “watershed” is insufficient. In 

addition, the “inlets”, “outlets”, and “reactions” across and within the Park boundary system are 

more porous and less regulated than within an industrial setting. These conditions render the 

system difficult, if not impossible, to conceptualize; for example, stakeholder groups do not fall 

into easily recognizable and delineable categories like “fish” and “bacteria”. 

 The problems resulting from the inability to scale-up the standard chemical engineering 

approach to modeling led to the formulation of the three research questions addressed in the 

body of this dissertation. 

1. Perspectives: Whose perspectives have determined the NRM problem definitions of the 

NRM models developed for the Northern Thailand region?  

2. Problems: Does the perspective used to develop an NRM model problem definition affect 

NRM model outcomes when modeling in a localized context? 

3. Pesticides: Should the concerns of local stakeholder groups within Doi Inthanon National 

Park, such as pesticide use management, receive more attention as environmental 

conservation priorities in NRM model development processes? 
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1.2 Perspectives: The Influence of Environmental Narratives on the Success of Integrated 

Natural Resource Management Modeling in Northern Thailand 

 
The second chapter of this dissertation looks at whose perspectives have driven NRM model 

development in the Northern Thai region and how this has affected the success of modeling 

integration efforts. The importance of integrating social and natural science understanding in 

NRM models has been largely acknowledged. However, current evidence suggests that that there 

has been limited success in achieving such integration. This chapter explores the possibility that 

NRM model dependence on popular environmental narrative may be detrimental to attempts to 

integrate different understandings. Northern Thailand provided an excellent case study region 

because an extensive body of literature demonstrates the influence of environmental narratives in 

an area subject to multiple perspectives in a highly politicized context.  

 The range of NRM concerns relevant to the Northern Thai region are inter-related, 

mutually exclusive, and/or exist along a spectrum of interpretation. For example, the debate of 

traditional versus technologically intensive agriculture sits at both extremes of the conservation 

continuum. Some groups have promoted intensive agriculture techniques as space saving 

alternatives to destructive slash-and-burn traditional cultivation methods; other groups argue that 

traditional agriculture methods are environmentally conservative and create space for 

biodiversity that would not otherwise be possible. However, the dominant environmental 

narrative about the Northern Thai region focuses on the impacts of deforestation as a result of 

small-holder agriculture expansion in highland areas including erosion as well as flooding and 

drought problems throughout Thailand. Researcher and stakeholder satisfaction with an NRM 

model‟s representation of the interaction between natural and social systems integration for 

models developed for this area was shown to be strongly inversely correlated with model 

consistency with this narrative.  
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 The range of perspectives demonstrated in Chapter 2 leads to the question of whether the 

use of different perspectives in a model development program affects final model outcomes. That 

is: will models developed according to different NRM problem definitions recommend different 

management strategies? This question is dealt with in the third chapter of this dissertation. 

1.3 Problems: The Influence of Stakeholder Environmental Conservation Problem Definition 

Priorities on Natural Resource Management Model Outcomes  

 
The third chapter in this dissertation explores the environmental conservation problem 

definitions of different stakeholder groups within Doi Inthanon National Park. The Park is 

representative of what is referred to as the Northern Thai highland region. Doi Inthanon is the 

highest peak in Thailand and the Park area encompasses several ethnic minority communities 

located on the mountain. Chapter 3 extrapolates basic preliminary model structures based on the 

different problems perceived by the different stakeholder groups in the Park. The results of the 

inquiries into local natural resource management priorities inside and outside the Park revealed 

large differences in NRM problem definitions amongst stakeholder groups. For example, park 

officials were concerned about maintaining dry season water flows both to ensure sufficient 

water for tourist facility and garden maintenance, as well as tourist attractions such as waterfalls 

and swimming holes. In contrast, other local stakeholders prioritized problems of wet season 

water availability or concerns about pesticide use. Each of the different NRM problems given 

would lead to different NRM models giving different management strategy recommendations.  

 Interestingly, the environmental narratives and the problem definitions of the NRM 

models reviewed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation were not concerned with the effects of 

pesticide use on local community and farmer health and safety. In fact, two of the five NRM 

models reviewed may have been construed to promote heavy pesticide use, so long as the 

amount of cultivation land required was reduced. This leads to the question of whether specific 
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local stakeholder concerns, such as pesticide management, should receive greater priority in 

natural resource management strategies. This question is addressed in Chapter 4. 

1.4 Pesticides: Prioritizing Concerns for the Management of Pesticide Use within Doi 

Inthanon National Park 

 
The fourth chapter of this dissertation explores the local environmental concern about the health 

and safety issues associated with pesticide exposure identified in Chapter 3. The evaluation of 

pesticide use as an environmental concern demonstrates the importance of considering NRM 

problems other than those prioritized in the environmental narratives summarized in Chapter 2. It 

also highlights the significance of the differences identified among NRM priorities at the local 

level illustrated in Chapter 3. Specifically, Chapter 4 asks if pesticide use management at the 

community scale should receive greater priority as an NRM concern, and if so, what aspects of 

its management should be prioritized. This chapter shows that the stakeholder groups in Doi 

Inthanon National Park have reason to be concerned about pesticide use management and that it 

merits greater priority within the NRM strategy discussions about the area. 

 The focus on pesticides as an NRM concern draws from the perspective of two major 

stakeholders (the Thai Royal Project Foundation and the Baan Khun Klang community) within 

the Doi Inthanon study area, as described in Chapter 3. The Thai Royal Project Foundation sells 

specialty produce grown in highland areas, and has performed quality assurance pesticide residue 

tests on all the crops it has bought from local farmers since 2006. This data, along with the 

spatial information locating where each crop was grown and the location of heavy pesticide use 

areas, provided the data necessary to correlate non-spatial and spatial factors to crop pesticide 

contamination trends.  The results of the data analysis indicate that the health and safety of local 

community members as well as produce consumers would benefit from a community scale 

pesticide use management plan to minimize the health impacts of the pesticides used. 
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1.5 Conclusions 

 
The research results documented in this dissertation speak directly to the disconnect between the 

social and natural sciences demonstrated by the quotes given at the beginning of this 

introduction. The results of Chapter 2 indicate that that it is not the science being used that is 

“mythical”, but rather that the perspectives used in NRM modeling processes need to be 

accounted for and contextualized. This allows one to imagine a much needed contribution from 

social scientists in the development of integrated NRM models. Specifically, NRM model 

development processes require the contextualization of model problem definitions possible with 

social science methods in order to better understand whose perspectives are being prioritized and 

where different stakeholder groups stand within the power dynamics of those priorities.  

 The findings in Chapter 2 are supported by the findings of Chapters 3 and 4. First, 

Chapter 3 demonstrates that the wide range of stakeholder NRM problem definitions may result 

in model development processes that give very different management strategy recommendation 

outcomes. This is significant because local stakeholder concerns may be exacerbated by national 

policies resulting from national level environmental conservation priorities (such as increasing 

use of pesticides as agricultural intensification is promoted to increase forest cover area). 

Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 4, the local concerns typically ignored by national level 

environmental conservation priorities may, in fact, pose very real and relevant environmental 

risks. Therefore, it is essential not to abandon “hard science” approaches to NRM concerns, but 

to understand the impact that social systems have on these approaches and incorporate the 

resulting knowledge into NRM model development strategies and evaluation processes. This, in 

turn, will allow for much more transparent development and use of NRM models, which may 

facilitate greater management strategy uptake at the local level.
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CHAPTER 2 

PERSPECTIVES: THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL NARRATIVES ON THE 

SUCCESS OF INTEGRATED NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MODELING IN 

NORTHERN THAILAND 

 

ABSTRACT 

Although the importance of integrating social and natural science understanding in NRM models 

has been largely acknowledged, current evidence suggests that that there has been limited 

success in achieving such integration. This paper argues that the limitations experienced in 

integrating multiple understandings into NRM models may be due to a failure to recognize the 

extent to which environmental narratives may influence the mental models determining a model 

development program. The objective of this study was to demonstrate the link between 

environmental narratives and the satisfaction of researchers and stakeholders with an NRM 

model‟s representation of interactions between social and natural systems. Northern Thailand 

was selected as the case study region because an extensive body of literature demonstrates the 

influence of environmental narratives in that area. Specifically, the dominant national level 

environmental narrative about the Northern Thai region focuses on the impacts of deforestation 

as a result of small-holder agriculture expansion in highland areas including erosion as well as 

flooding and drought problems throughout Thailand. Researcher and stakeholder satisfaction 

with NRM model representations of natural and social systems was shown to decrease with the 

model‟s consistency with the dominant environmental narrative. This is significant because less 

integration success stands to reinforce perceptions of disciplinary incompatibility between 

researchers and power differentials between stakeholders. Thus, not only is it necessary to 

include social learning processes in a model development program, it is important to be aware of 

the influence of environmental narratives on researcher and stakeholder mental models. 
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THAI ABSTRACT (บทคัดย่อ) 
 

ถงึแม้ว่าความส าคญัของความเข้าใจอย่างเป็นเอกภาพระหว่างสงัคมกบัวิทยาศาสตร์ธรรมชาติเก่ียวกบัแม่แบบต่างๆของการ

บริหารจดัการทรัพยากรธรรมชาติ จะเป็นที่รับรู้รับทราบกนัเป็นสว่นใหญ่แล้วก็ตาม    หลกัฐานที่ ปรากฏเมื่อเร็วๆนี ้  กลบั

แสดงให้เห็นว่าความพยายามในการด าเนินการเพื่อก่อให้เกิดเอกภาพดงักลา่วนัน้ ประสบผลส าเร็จอย่างจ ากดัมาก    งานวิจยั

ฉบบันีป้ระสงค์จะโต้แย้งว่า   ความพยายามที่จะรวบรวมความ  เข้าใจที่หลากหลายให้เป็นเอกภาพเพื่อ สร้างแม่แบบการ

บริหารจดัการทรัพยากรธรรมชาติแต่ส าเร็จในวงจ ากดันัน้ อาจสบืเนื่องมาจากความล้มเหลวที่จะ  ยอมรับขอบเขตการบรรยาย

เร่ืองสิง่แวดล้อม   ซึง่อาจมีอิทธิพลครอบง า โครงการพฒันาแม่แบบ   วตัถปุระสงค์ ของงานวิจยันีคื้อการแสดงความ

เชื่อมโยงระหว่างการบรรยายเร่ืองสิง่แว  ดล้อมซึง่มีบทบาทส าคญัมากกบัความพงึ  พอใจในความส าเร็จของแม่แบบ   

เก่ียวกบัเอกภาพของความเข้าใจ ระหว่างระบบของสงัคมกบัธรรมชาติ    ภาคเหนือของประเทศไทยถกูเลอืกให้เป็นพืน้ที่

กรณีศกึษาเพราะเนือ้ หาของวรรณกรรมจ านวนมากแสดงให้เห็น  ถงึอิทธิพลของการบรรยายเร่ืองสิง่แวดล้อมในท้องถ่ิน 

โดยเฉพาะอย่างย่ิง   การบรรยายเร่ืองสิง่แวดล้อมในระดบัชาติเก่ียว  กบัภาคเหนือของประเทศไทย โดยเน้นผลกระทบจาก

การตดัไม้ท าลายป่า   สบืเนื่องจากการขยายตวัของการท าสวน  เกษตรขนาด เลก็ในพืน้ที่ที่เป็นดอยสงู รวมทัง้ปัญหาการ

พงัทลายของดิน   น า้ท่วมและฝนแล้ง ซึง่เกิดขึน้ทัว่ประเทศไทย ความพงึพอใจในความเป็นเอกภาพของแม่แบบของการ

บริหารจดัการทรัพยากรธรรมชาติ    ในฐานะที่เป็นแม่ แบบเพื่อใช้ในการพฒันาพืน้ที่นี ้  ได้แสดงให้เห็นถงึความสมัพนัธ์ใน

ลกัษณะที่สวนทางกบัแม่แบบที่ยดึติดอยู่  กบัการบรรยายเร่ืองสิง่แวดล้อมที่ถือว่ามีอิทธิพลมากที่สดุเสมอมา    นี่มีนยัส าคญั

มากเพราะความส าเร็จอนัจ า กดัในการสร้างแม่แบบให้เป็นเอกภาพนัน้    น่าจะมาจากความเข้าใจไม่ลงรอยกนัเก่ียวกบั

แนวความคิด ระหว่างผู้วิจยักบัอิทธิพลในทางความคิดที่แตกต่างกนัของผู้มีสว่นได้เสยี    ซึง่ทัง้หมดนีก่้อให้เกิดการโต้แย้งที่ว่า 

โครงการพฒันาแม่แบบจะประสบผลส าเร็จในความเป็นเอกภาพมากกว่านีด้้วยกระบวนการเรียนรู้ทางสงัคม โดยแม่แบบ

ทางด้านค าอธิบายกระบวนการทางความคิดของผู้วิจยักบัผู้มีสว่นได้เสยี    สามารถรับรู้   ประเมินผล   และหากจ าเป็น

สามารถแก้ไข   อย่างไรก็ตาม   ไม่เพียงจ าต้องบรรจกุระบวนการเรียนรู้ทางสงั  คมเข้าไปในโครงการพฒันาแม่แบบเท่านัน้ 

ความส าคญัอีกประการ   คือต้องทราบว่า แม่แบบเก่ียวกบั ค าอธิบายกระบวนการทางความคิดของใครได้รับการจดัอนัดบัให้

เป็นความเร่งด่วนสงูสดุและเพราะอะไร อีกด้วย  
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The advantages of social and natural science integration in natural resource management (NRM) 

models are widely recognized, but the success of such integration efforts has been limited. NRM 

models, quantitative numeric representations of NRM systems derived from natural system 

observation and data, also reflect social realities constructed through language, culture and 

politics (Lavigne-Delville et al., 2005; Neef, 2005). Therefore, integration of social science 

understandings into these models is required to link the NRM problem of interest to the social 

circumstances understood to contribute to it (Bousquet & Trebuil, 2005; Lavigne-Delville et al., 

2005). The failure to integrate social system understanding neglects stakeholder constraints and 

attitudes (Feachem, 1980; Joshi et al., 2005; Promburom, 2005). However, reviews on integrated 

NRM modeling efforts demonstrate that attempts to integrate social and natural science into a 

NRM model still fall short (Ekasingh & Letcher, 2008; Pahl-Wostl, 2007; Parker et al., 2002).  

 Pahl-Wostl suggests that better NRM model integration would be achieved with a social 

learning process that identifies, assesses, and corrects the mental models held by researchers and 

NRM stakeholder groups (Pahl-Wostl, 2007: p. 563). Pahl-Wostl distinguishes a mental model 

as an internal representation of reality derived from cognitive biases and previous experience. 

Mental models guide researcher and stakeholder behaviors based on the expectations predicted 

by their individual mental models. Because observation is selective according to the mental 

model of the observer, the fallibilities of the mental model may easily persist and produce self-

fulfilling results (Murdoch, 1994; Pahl-Wostl, 2007). This is particularly problematic in 

“…situations in which there are large differences regarding the perceptions of the nature of the 

problem, the need for action and what type of action should be done.” (Pahl-Wostl, 2007: p. 567) 

Therefore, mental models stand to influence NRM model development and social learning 

processes are necessary to overcome biases and allow for multiple understandings to be 
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integrated into an NRM model. 

 In the discipline of political ecology, widely held mental models about natural resource 

conservation are described as environmental narratives, which may be highly influential when 

power dynamics allow a dominant narrative to emerge. Forsyth and Walker define 

environmental narratives as: “…simplified explanations of environmental cause and effect that 

emerge in contexts where environmental knowledge and social order are mutually dependent.” 

(Forsyth & Walker, 2008: p. 17) The potential influence of a dominant environmental narrative 

is demonstrated by the failure of the Green Revolution in Bali. During the 1800s, the Dutch 

government defined NRM systems that did not actually exist but which allowed the colonial 

government to manage and tax agricultural activities (Lansing, 1991). The dominance of the 

resulting environmental narrative about these NRM systems persisted through the 1970s‟ Green 

Revolution when new and misguided policies were implemented according to this narrative and 

that of improving rice yields. The resulting NRM activities supplanted the existing and very 

sophisticated NRM systems linked to the Balinese water temples, leading to severe water, soil 

and pest management problems.  

 This paper builds on Pahl-Wostl‟s contention that the successful integration of social and 

natural sciences in an NRM model requires social learning within the model development 

program. However, it is further posited that the power dynamics of a dominant environmental 

narrative as a mental model of natural and social systems stands to impede social learning in an 

NRM model development program, and therefore, NRM model integration success. Specifically, 

the objective of this research was to test the hypothesis that, under conditions where 

“…uncertainties and decision stakes are high and more than one interpretation can be derived 

from model results,” a model development program where social learning does not overcome the 

dominant environmental narrative will decrease researcher and stakeholder satisfaction with 
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model representation of integrated systems (Pahl-Wostl, 2007: p. 564). This is significant 

because less integration success stands to reinforce perceptions of disciplinary incompatibility 

between researchers and power differentials between stakeholders. Analysis focuses on NRM 

models developed for the Northern Thai region because it is an area subject to greatly differing 

interpretations of environmental conservation and an extensive body of literature documents the 

environmental narratives about the region. 

  

 

2.2 METHODOLOGY AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
NRM models developed for Northern Thailand are compared for differences between the 

reported researcher and stakeholder satisfaction with the model‟s representation of natural and 

social science systems integration. The difference between the levels of satisfaction reported for 

each model is then compared to the level of influence of dominant environmental narratives on 

each of the NRM model programs. The evaluation of the influence of a dominant environmental 

narrative requires determining the extent to which mental models influence the model 

development process. The influence of mental models on the NRM model development process 

is illustrated in the NRM Conceptual Framework, Figure 2.1, which builds on the frameworks of 

social learning and model integration presented by Pahl-Wostl (2007). The framework represents 

the integrated NRM modeling process with two pillars corresponding to the divide between 

social and natural system understandings. The NRM context is understood through observations 

and data filtered through mental models leading to simplified NRM model problem definition 

and outcomes. Social learning as advocated by Pahl-Wostl, whereby mental models are 

acknowledged, assessed and corrected, is represented by a feedback process between the NRM 

model outcomes and the mental models shaping the NRM model program. 
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Figure 2.1: The NRM Conceptual Framework shows the relationship between NRM Context, 
Mental Models, and an NRM Model Problem Definition and Outcomes where Mental Models 
act as a filter between the NRM Context and the NRM Model 
 
 Specifically, the influence of a mental model on an NRM model can be seen in the model 

sustainability indicators, causality logic structure, management rules, predicted agent behavior, 

predicted physical outcomes, and validation process, as seen in Figure 2.1. Sustainability 

indicators are model outputs that determine whether a scenario has positive or negative impacts 

on environmental conservation efforts and highlight mental model priorities and social values. 

The causality logic structure reflects mental model influence because it illustrates the processes 

thought to cause changes in natural resource availability and use trends. Management rules refer 

to the anthropogenic constraints on stakeholder activities (e.g. legal restrictions) demonstrating 

mental model influence according to who is managing what activities and how stakeholders are 

thought to respond to management practices. Predicted agent behavior outcomes represent 

individual NRM decisions and demonstrate mental model influence according to the delineation 
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of different stakeholder groups and the logic structures used to simulate how individuals within 

each group makes NRM decisions. Finally, because data on the systems being simulated may be 

too limited to definitively know physical outcomes and validate the NRM model, mental models 

must be used to explain physical outcomes and describe their reliability.  

 Thus, the NRM Conceptual Framework in Figure 2.1 suggests a methodology for 

assessing the correlation between dominant environmental narrative influence on NRM models 

and the level of social and natural system understanding integration satisfaction achieved. That 

is, consistency between a mental model, such as a dominant environmental narrative, and an 

NRM model indicates that the mental model influenced the NRM model development program. 

Northern Thailand‟s dominant environmental narrative is identified according to the existing 

literature and summarized according to the NRM Conceptual Framework. The summary is then 

compared to NRM models developed for Northern Thailand and the correlation between the 

influence of the dominant environmental narrative and the overall NRM model integration 

satisfaction is ascertained.  

 

2.2.1 Dominant Narrative Identification 

 
Mental models are not typically well-defined or universal. However, environmental narratives 

can be classified according to patterns of thought emerging in popular debates and environmental 

policy (Forsyth & Walker, 2008: p. 17). The dominance of one narrative over others can be 

established according to evidence of pervasive institutional preference for that narrative. In the 

case of Northern Thailand, environmental narratives have already been well documented. From 

the environmental narratives identified, the dominant narrative is established by assessing the 

institutional contexts of the agencies that are most commonly involved with NRM modeling 

projects. In order to assess consistency between an NRM model and the dominant narrative, the 
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dominant narrative is summarized in table format corresponding to the categories established in 

the NRM Conceptual Framework (Figure 2.1): sustainability indicators, causality logic structure, 

management rules, predicted agent behavior, predicted physical outcomes and validation. 

 

2.2.2 Environmental Narrative Influence & Integration Satisfaction Correlation 

 
The dominant environmental narrative influence on each NRM model can then be compared to 

the researcher and stakeholder satisfaction with the model‟s representation of interactions 

between social and natural systems as reported in the literature published about the model. 

Researcher and stakeholder satisfaction is given a ranking of three to one corresponding to high, 

medium, or low as indicated by the author about the model‟s integration success. In cases where 

stakeholder responses were elicited, the reported satisfaction of the stakeholder groups involved 

in model development are also included in the assessment. In addition, for each NRM model 

assessed a table is constructed in a parallel format to that of the dominant narrative summary 

table. Each NRM model problem definition and outcome component is assessed and assigned a 

numerical value of one, two or three corresponding to a level of consistency with the dominant 

environmental narrative of low, medium or high. The consistency estimates for each component 

are averaged to give an overall environmental narrative influence value. Not included is used in 

instances where an environmental narrative priority is not touched on in an NRM model and is 

not averaged into the overall influence average.  

  

 

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH SITE 

 
Northern Thailand (see Figure 2.2) encompasses several distinct ecological systems and 

indigenous cultures (Lykke & Barford, 2000). The diversity of this region is largely attributed to 

its range in altitude, which rises from valley floors at 200m.a.s.l. to Thailand‟s highest peak at 
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2565m.a.s.l. The area is subject to Thailand‟s monsoonal climate, and experiences a distinct wet 

season, typically starting in mid-May and running through October. The variation in altitude and 

climate provides the conditions necessary to serve several ecosystem types including dry and 

mixed deciduous forests, dry evergreen forest, montane forest, and peat bogs (Lykke & Barford, 

2000). These conditions have supported 18 distinct ethnic minority groups that have settled in 

the highland areas including the Karen (Bakinyaw), Hmong, Akha, Lisu and Mien. 

  

 

Figure 2.2: Map of Thailand highlighting the northern region and the provinces that have served 
as focus areas for several NRM model development projects 
 
 

2.4 RESULTS 

 
The complexity of environmental conservation issues in the Northern Thai region is 

demonstrated by a range of disciplinary priorities and local variability. Documented causal 

sustainability concerns include: population increases; deforestation for agricultural expansion 
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and/or commercial logging; erosion due to agricultural practices and/or road development; 

traditional and/or intensive agricultural practices; increasing tourism and tourist facility 

development; increasing market access; and government policy driven migration patterns 

(Chapman, 1983; Fahn, 2003; Lambin et al., 2001; Lohmann, 1993; Pleumarom, 1998; 

Praneetvatakul, et al., 2001; Rigg, 1993; Tsutsui & Saiprasert, 1993). The complexity of NRM 

concerns are exacerbated by the extremes in regional environmental variability resulting in a 

wide range of natural resource management strategies. Valleys appropriate for paddy cultivation 

are intermingled in the mountain landscapes requiring very different approaches to agriculture 

(Connel, 2005). Even within the different landscape types, soil fertility, texture and water 

holding availability are liable to vary significantly within hundred meter scales. Furthermore, 

Neubert (2005) points out that not only is there extreme variability between communities, but 

there is also considerable variability within communities in the dichotomies between males and 

females, old and young, up-stream and down-stream, and rich and poor.  

 Conservation sites have been established in this region in order to preserve ecological 

functions and biodiversity in the ecologically sensitive areas of Thailand. However, NRM policy 

development for these areas has been highly controversial. Policies of forcible resettlement, 

severely limited land tenure, and development projects focused on eradicating traditional 

agricultural practices have led to accusations of discrimination (Ganjanapan, 1998; Hengsuwan, 

2003; Kesmanee, 1994; Laungaramsri, 2000). Furthermore, this area has long been the focus of 

international and national development efforts. Projects undertaken to improve the economic 

standing and conservation efforts of highland communities after the banning of opium poppy 

cultivation in the late 1950s have introduced new agricultural species and cultivation methods. 

The adoption of new agricultural practices has instigated further conflict between farmers, 

government officials, academics and social rights activists, in the form of demonstrations at 
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government offices, road blocks, effigy burning, and the destruction of personal property 

(Hengsuwan, 2003; Laungaramsri, 2000b; Leepreecha, 2004; Neef & Neubert, 2004). 

 Qualitative estimates of NRM model social and natural science integration satisfaction 

and the extent of influence of dominant environmental narratives on each NRM model 

demonstrates that dominant environmental narrative influence is strongly inversely correlated to 

integration satisfaction. The dominant environmental narrative of Northern Thailand prioritizes 

issues of erosion, water shortages and flooding, agrochemical use, and biodiversity loss as a 

result of upland agriculture. Social and natural science research have shown the dominant 

environmental narrative is highly oversimplified and ignores alternate priorities and causality 

understandings. However, agencies highly involved in NRM modeling efforts such as the Royal 

Forestry Department and the Thai Royal Project Foundation are governed by mandates strongly 

reflecting the dominant narrative. NRM models developed in conjunction with these agencies 

have showed a varied degree of dominant environmental narrative influence over the model 

development program. Those NRM models showing greater dominant environmental narrative 

influence recorded lower satisfaction with the social and natural science integration achieved 

than those NRM models exhibiting development practices more open to alternate mental models, 

as described in the following sections.  

 

2.4.1 Northern Thailand Environmental Narratives 

 
Forsyth and Walker (2008) broadly classify the dominant environmental narratives of Northern 

Thailand into two categories. Both narratives prioritize environmental concerns about erosion, 

water shortages and flooding, agrochemical food and water contamination, and the loss of 

biodiversity, which are all seen to be the result of highland agricultural activities. The 

“protectionist” narrative asserts that natural systems and social systems cannot coexist without 
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the degradation of the natural systems. In contrast, the “people-oriented” narrative alleges that 

diverse and environmentally conscience social systems (as opposed to economically driven 

social systems) enhance natural systems. Although both environmental narratives are shown to 

be highly oversimplified, it is the protectionist narrative that dominates the institutional mandates 

of those agencies most involved in NRM modeling efforts in Northern Thailand. 

 The protectionist environmental narrative, summarized in Table 2.1, strongly influences 

the agency mandates of institutions directing natural resource management in Thailand. The 

narrative is widely attributed to Thai government efforts to manage highland ethnic minorities 

and the natural purist ideals of middle class, Western-oriented, lowland-Thai conservation 

groups (Ganjanapan, 1998; Kaosa-ard, 2000; Lambin et al., 2001; Laungaramsri, 2000b; 

Tangtham, 1998). The efforts of the Thai government to manage highland minority communities 

and eradicate opium cultivation have led to the stereotyping of these groups and their agricultural 

practices. These stereotypes have led to the general belief that “hill tribes” are all but singularly 

responsible for erosion, water shortages and flooding, and loss of biodiversity throughout 

Thailand (Fahn, 2003). Cash crops promoted as alternatives to opium, such as cabbage, are 

perceived to be a further threat to the environmental integrity of these areas because of the large 

quantities of agrochemicals used for their cultivation (Renard, 1994). 
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Table 2.1: Summary of the dominant environmental narrative of Northern Thailand 

Priorities 
(Sustainability 

Indicators) 

Erosion & 
Sedimentation 

Water Shortages & 
Flooding 

Agrochemical 
Food & Water 
Contamination 

Biodiversity 
Loss 

Causality 
Understanding 

(Causality 
Logic 

Structure) 

Deforestation 
as upland 
ethnic minority 
farmers 
increase 
agricultural 
land use area 

1)Reduced forest 
"sponge" effect as 
ethnic minority 
farmers increase 
land use area   
2)Upland water 
demands 

Unsafe upland 
chemical use 
contaminating 
downstream 
water and 
produce sold in 
urban markets 

Deforestation, 
monocropping 
and forest 
product 
overharvesting 
by upland 
communities 

Management 
Rules 

Government intervention required 

Predicted 
Agent 

Behavior 

Upland 
farmers expand 
agricultural 
land use areas 
for sustenance 
and/or 
economic gain 
at the expense 
of soil 
conservation 

Upland farmers 
make land and 
water use 
decisions based on 
sustenance and/or 
economic gain at 
the expense of the 
hydrological 
function of upland 
forests and water 

Upland farmers 
use chemicals 
for sustenance 
and/or 
economic gain 
at the expense 
of downstream 
water quality 
and food safety 

Upland farmers 
expand land use, 
collect forest 
products and 
hunt for 
sustenance 
and/or economic 
gain at the 
expense of 
biodiversity  

Predicted 
Physical 

Outcomes 

Increase in 
erosion rates 
correlated to 
increase in 
upland 
agricultural 
land use 

1)Less stable 
seasonal water 
flow rates with 
decreased forest 
cover          
2)Decreased 
downstream water 
flow with 
increased upstream 
usage 

Degraded water 
quality and 
decreased food 
safety with 
increased 
upland chemical 
use     

Increase in 
biodiversity loss 
correlated to 
increase in 
upland 
agricultural land 
use 

Validation 

The universal 
soil loss 
equation and 
small scale 
erosion test 
plot data trends 

1)Popular belief 
that forests induce 
rainfall and act as 
sponge soaking up 
rain and releasing 
water through the 
dry season          
2)Selective 
concern with 
upstream over 
downstream use  

Popular belief 
that greed and 
irresponsibility 
of upland 
farmers lead to 
misuse of 
agrochemicals 
in upland areas 

Data on loss of 
"charismatic" 
species of fauna 
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 The dominance of the protectionist narrative is demonstrated by the agency mandates of 

the institutions involved in NRM modeling in Northern Thailand. In particular, the primary 

mandate of the Thai Royal Forestry Department (RFD) is to establish and maintain 40% forest 

cover in Thailand (Ongsomwang, 2002). Several authors have argued that the RFD has focused 

its national efforts to meet this mandate by restricting highland agriculture, both establishing and 

supporting the protectionist environmental narrative (Forsyth & Walker, 2008; Laungaramsri, 

2000; Leepreecha, 2004). Other government agencies such as the Royal Irrigation Department, 

the Land Development Department, and the Public Welfare Department have also sought to 

eliminate traditional highland agricultural practices to the extent that their mandates for soil and 

water conservation and supporting permanent settlement and food sufficiency apply in the region 

(FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, 2002; Land Development Department 

Information Center, 2002; Lebel & Tan Sinh, 2007; Royal Irrigation Department Information 

Center, 2011). Finally, the Thai Royal Project Foundation was established to support the 

eradication of opium poppy cultivation and the swidden agricultural methods used by highland 

ethnic minorities by researching and introducing alternate crops and agricultural techniques.  

 However, the protectionist narrative gives a vastly oversimplified understanding of the 

environmental conservation concerns prioritized that are widely argued to be politically rather 

than scientifically motivated (Forsyth & Walker, 2008; Laungaramsri, 2000; Lebel & Tan Sinh, 

2007). In fact, the people-oriented environmental narrative has emerged largely to counter the 

protectionist narrative and assert the rights of ethnic minority groups to reside in conservation 

areas. Many authors argue that ethnic minority highland communities are targeted because they 

provide easy scapegoats for Thailand‟s environmental problems (Ganjanapan, 1998; 

Laungaramsri, 2001a; Lebel & Tan Sinh, 2007; Leepreecha, 2004). The people-oriented 

environmental narrative opposes the protectionist narrative by promoting traditional agricultural 
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practices as not only environmentally conservative but environmentally beneficial (Ganjanapan, 

1998; Laungaramsri, 2001b; Santasombat, 2003; Trakarnsuphakorn, 1997). Environmental 

degradation is attributed more strongly to the practices introduced by commercialization, 

development projects and poor policy (Kesmanee, 1994; Renard, 1994; Sturgeon, 2005). 

 Despite their differences, however, both narratives sustain the assumption that upland 

agriculture is the primary cause of Thailand‟s environmental problems and overlook local 

complexities and alternate causalities that refute this assumption (Forsyth & Walker, 2008: p. 

139). Studies on erosion in Northern Thailand have shown that some forested areas are highly 

susceptible to erosion and that roads may contribute more to erosion during storms of normal 

magnitude than total agricultural area (Cuo et al., 2008; Ziegler et al., 2004). The attribution of 

water shortage and flooding to watershed deforestation disregards changing water demand and 

urbanization in the lowland areas (Forsyth & Walker, 2008; Lebel & Tan Sinh, 2007). Emphasis 

on contamination by highland agrochemical use neglects equal levels of use in lowland areas, the 

benefits obtained from that use, and the evidence that the risks of pesticide use are greater for the 

farmers using them than urban market consumers (Forsyth & Walker, 2008; Kunstadter, 2007). 

Finally, concerns about biodiversity loss as a result of upland activities as yet have no foundation 

in scientific understanding of biodiversity functionality and the effects of the widely varying 

agricultural practices used in the highlands on that functionality (Forsyth & Walker, 2008). 

 In addition to the oversimplification of natural science understandings of the protectionist 

narrative, social science studies show that individual NRM decision making practices are not 

based solely on sustenance or economic gain and government interventions. The assumption that 

individuals make NRM decisions based only on sustenance needs and/or economic gain ignores 

the influence of communal/familial obligations, market accessibility, local tourism prevalence, 

and the extent of access to government resources (Aagaard & Jorgensen, 2001; Binney, 1968; 
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Dearden, 1991; Forsyth, 1991; Leepreecha, 2004; Mischung, 1986; Sturgeon, 2005). For 

example, citizenship is shown to impact the access to economic opportunities, and therefore the 

NRM decisions, of individuals residing in highland areas. Sturgeon demonstrates that an Akha 

community within China maintained a more diverse and environmentally conservative landscape 

over time than a similar Akha community in Thailand (Sturgeon, 2005). Sturgeon attributes the 

difference to national policy on highland communities: China provided citizenship to its highland 

communities and Thailand withheld it, which in turn affected individual mobility, access to 

government services such as education and health care, and outside employment opportunities. 

 

2.4.2 Northern Thailand Integrated NRM Models 

 
This analysis focuses on two of the most broadly ranging and thoroughly documented series of 

integrated NRM modeling projects undertaken in Northern Thailand. These projects are referred 

to as the IWRAM (Integrated Water Resource Assessment and Management) model and 

ComMod (Companion Modeling) applications. Several models have been developed over the 

past three decades to support environmental conservation and sustainable development policy 

decision making in the Northern Thai highlands. However, the IWRAM model and ComMod 

applications are particularly suited for this case study. First, these projects used a broad range of 

knowledge integration techniques. Second, although the model development projects were 

primarily directed by international institutions, local partner groups based out of Thai 

government departments, academic institutions, and communities were involved, allowing for 

the exploration of how these partnerships influenced model development. 

 
IWRAM Model: The Integrated Water Resource Assessment and Management (IWRAM) model 

showed high consistency with the protectionist environmental narrative and reported low 
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satisfaction with integration. This model was developed by researchers from the Australia Center 

for International Agricultural Research in collaboration with Thai universities and the Thai Royal 

Forestry, Royal Irrigation, and Land Development Departments, as coordinated by the Thai 

Royal Project Foundation (Becu et al., 2003; Ekasingh et al., 2005; Letcher et al., 2006a; Letcher 

et al., 2006b; Letcher et al., 2007; Merrit et al., 2004; Perez et al., 2002; Scoccimarro et al., 

1999). The project focused on the Mae Chaem region of Chiang Mai province (Figure 2.2), and 

used large-scale surveys and localized anthropological studies to integrate social science 

understandings. The reported satisfaction with integration was low and assigned a value of one:  

[The IWRAM] Project had mixed experiences in embedding social scientists as 
part of the integrated assessment team. Only agricultural economists continued to 
be involved throughout the life of the project. Part of the reason for this was the 
inadequate recognition of the „soft‟ dimensions in this largely model-based 
assessment. (Ekasingh & Letcher, 2008: p. 141)  
 

The average value of the model components‟ consistency with the dominant environmental 

narrative (Table 2.1) is 2.9, as detailed below and summarized in Table 2.2. 

 
Table 2.2: Integrated Water Resources Assessment and Management Model dominant narrative 
influence/integration satisfaction summary 

 Environmental 
Priority 

Erosion 
Water 

Shortages & 
Flooding 

Agrochemical Food 
& Water 

Contamination 

Biodiversity 
Loss 

Sustainability 
Indicators 

3 3 Not Included Not Included 

Causality Logic 
Structure 

3 3 Not Included Not Included 

Management 
Rules 

3 3 Not Included Not Included 

Predicted Agent 
Behavior 

3 3 Not Included Not Included 

Predicted Physical 
Outcomes 

3 2 Not Included Not Included 

Validation 3 3 Not Included Not Included 

Average Consistency with Dominant Environmental Narrative: 2.9 

Reported Satisfaction with Integration: 1 
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 The influence of the protectionist environmental narrative on the IWRAM model is easily 

seen in the model problem definition. The model problem definition given in the introduction of 

the paper describing the methodology used to develop a model component used to simulate 

farmer crop decisions clearly illustrates the influence of the protectionist narrative: 

In the highlands, forestlands are declining while agricultural lands are increasing. 
Soil erosion and soil fertility are important resource problems in the middle and 
higher slopes. Water use is also increasing with increased conflicts between the 
uplanders and lowlanders. Water scarcity is evident both in the uplands and the 
lowlands. This is often attributed to increasing use and storage in the uplands. 
Declining forest cover is causing concerns among policy makers and farmers in 
the lowlands. Declining water quality is caused by increased soil erosion and 
sedimentation from the slopes, attributed in part to decreases in forest cover in 
upland areas. (Ekasingh et al., 2005: p. 315) 

 
The lack of citation further serves to emphasize the default dominance of the protectionist 

environmental narrative. The understanding of this model problem definition is supported by the 

sustainability indicators used in the model (erosion, water flow rates, sustenance and income) 

and the causality logic structure, which only models the impacts of highland agricultural activity. 

Therefore, the sustainability indicators and causality logic structures are consistent with those of 

the dominant environmental narrative (shown in Table 2.1) and are assigned values of three. 

 The model social system outcomes are also dependent on the protectionist environmental 

narrative. Although management rules were not implemented in the reported model scenarios, 

the authors contend that the model could be used to test such rules: 

The toolbox can be used in various ways. Some agencies may wish to set various 
constraints, such as erosion limits or forest conservation targets. One can look at 
how constraints impact on other indicators. (Merrit et al., 2004: p. 297) 

 
Thus, top-down NRM strategies implemented by outside organizations are promoted to limit 

environmental impacts of highland agriculture. Therefore, the model management rules are 

consistent with the protectionist environmental narrative and assigned a value of three. In 

addition, predictions of agent behavior were limited to cropping decisions based on expected 
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resources availability (land, labor, water, and capital) and farmer risk aversion. Decision making 

simulation thereby ignores the cultural and political status of no less than five distinct ethnic 

groups, some of whom, for example, do not prioritize rice growing as modeled (Michaud, 1997). 

Therefore, predicted agent behavior is also very consistent with the protectionist environmental 

narrative and assigned values of three. 

 The IWRAM natural system outcomes were also very reflective of the protectionist 

narrative. Predicted physical outcomes showed increased erosion rates attributed to increased 

agricultural land use according to a revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (Letcher et al., 2006). 

Thus, the erosion component of the model is very consistent with the protectionist narrative and 

is assigned a value of three. Water flow rates were estimated according to the IHACRES rainfall-

runoff model and the CATCHCROP plant water balance equation (Letcher et al., 2006; Perez et 

al., 2002). Interestingly, in the description of the biophysical components of the IWRAM model 

the decrease of water flow in the dry season as related to deforestation is attributed to the 

increase of agricultural land requiring irrigation (Merrit et al., 2004: 293). Although still focused 

exclusively on upland agricultural water demands, the hydrological predicted physical outcomes 

component is perhaps less dependent on the protectionist narrative and is assigned a value of 

two. However, although expounding extensively on the lack of data available for validation, the 

argument for the validity of this model component simply states that: 

The component models have been tested independently and as a group and have 
been found to reproduce behaviour that is expected and/or explainable. For 
example, changes in forest cover are expected to decrease dry-season flows while 
increasing wet-season flows. This behaviour is observed in the model...  
(Letcher et al., 2006: p. 127) 

 
It would seem that the authors explicitly confirm the validity of the model based on its agreement 

with the protectionist environmental narrative. Therefore, validation is assigned values of three.  
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ComMod Applications: Agent-based models referred to as Companion Models (ComMod) have 

been developed for this region by a wide range of institutions. Typically, these modeling 

methods use role playing games and simplified environmental models to explore the priorities of 

local stakeholders and facilitate the negotiation of natural resource management strategies. As 

such, these methods explicitly use stakeholder participation to achieve the integration of social 

and natural system understandings. The level of participation in the ComMod development 

process determines the extent conflicting views can be integrated, as well as the satisfaction and 

trust for the model outcomes as expressed by the participants. Therefore, integration satisfaction 

for these models is given by the reported level of participation as well as modeler satisfaction. 

 
Forest/Soil Conservation ComMod Application: A ComMod application developed for the Mae 

Hae watershed of Chiang Mai showed greater reported satisfaction with integration and extremes 

in the model consistency with the protectionist environmental narrative (Table 2.1). This model 

was developed by Proburum out of Chiang Mai University and sought to represent the strategies 

of negotiation between the Thai Department of Land Development officials, Royal Forestry 

Department officials, and upland farmers (Promburom, 2005). Although full participation with 

each of the stakeholder groups was achieved, the integration satisfaction is given a value of two 

because of modeler dissatisfaction with the natural system components of the model. The 

majority of model dynamics were made up of very simple rules and parameters which “…may 

not well represent the real complex dynamic of the Mae Hae system.” (Promburom, 2005: p. 

458) The average value of the model components‟ consistency with the dominant environmental 

narrative was found to be 2.0, as detailed below and summarized in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3: Forest/Soil Conservation Companion Model dominant narrative influence and 
integration satisfaction summary 

 Environmental 
Priority 

Erosion 
Water 

Shortages & 
Flooding 

Agrochemical Food 
& Water 

Contamination 

Biodiversity 
Loss 

Sustainability 
Indicators 

3 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Causality Logic 
Structure 

3 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Management 
Rules 

1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Predicted Agent 
Behavior 

1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Predicted Physical 
Outcomes 

3 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Validation 1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Average Consistency with Dominant Environmental Narrative: 2.0 

Reported Satisfaction with Integration: 2 

 

 The problem definition priorities given by sustainability indicators of forest cover and 

erosion, as well as causality logic structure which only considers upland agriculture, fall squarely 

within the protectionist narrative. As such, the predicted physical outcomes of the model were 

such that decreases in forest cover led to increased erosion without consideration for other 

physiological factors. These model components are therefore all assigned consistency values of 

three. However, the participation of the local communities showed that government intervention 

was not necessary to maintain forest cover as individuals would work communally to make 

decisions meet forest and soil conservation regulations before intervention was necessary. In 

addition, validation was carried out through a social learning process whereby group discussions 

and individual interviews were used to verify the reliability of model results. Thus, management 

rules, predicted agent behavior, and validation are not consistent with the protectionist 

environmental narrative and assigned values of one. 
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Biodiversity Conservation ComMod Application: A ComMod application developed for Mein 

communities in Naan Province (Figure 2.2) also showed greater reported satisfaction with 

integration than that for the IWRAM model. This ComMod application was developed through 

collaboration primarily between Chulalongkorn University and the French Agriculture Research 

Centre for International Development (Barnaud et al., 2008a; Barnaud et al., 2008b; Ruankaew 

et al., 2010). The model focused on the ramifications of establishing a new national park on two 

Mein villages. Specifically, the villagers stood to lose rights to farm land and non-timber forest 

product collection depending on the boundaries and rules to be determined by the Royal Forestry 

Department and Park officers. The reported satisfaction with integration was assigned a value of 

two. Although participation was generally recorded as high, some of the most economically 

vulnerable households refused to participate, presumably out of fear for the repercussions of 

“…having their behavior publicly exposed” (Ruankaew et al., 2010: 21). In addition, the natural 

system understanding used to set forest product replenishment rates was deemed inadequate.  

 The Biodiversity Conservation ComMod Application also showed extremes in the model 

consistency with the protectionist environmental narrative summarized in Table 2.1. The average 

value of the model components‟ consistency with the dominant environmental narrative is 1.8, as 

summarized in Table 2.4. The priorities of the problem definition given by the sustainability 

indicators and the predicted physical outcomes are aligned with the protectionist narrative and 

assigned values of three. Specifically, forest access by the villagers is seen to deplete forest area 

and non-timber forest species. These indicators and outcomes reflect the protectionist narrative 

as villagers using non-timber forest products are the only negative influence on forest 

biodiversity and the possibility of positive influence is not considered. 

 However, the causality logic structure, management rules, and predicted agent behavior 

are much less dependent on the protectionist narrative and each are assigned a consistency value 
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of one. First, the causality logic structure of the model goes well beyond the protectionist 

narrative and considers the development history of the area. Second, the model assessment of 

management rules, although still given as top-down, showed forest access regulations to be more 

important to villager livelihood concerns than the actual park boundaries. Finally, the predicted 

agent behavior was determined by socio-economic factors such as access to outside markets and 

employment. The literature on the model did not describe the validation process, and therefore 

was not assessed. 

 
Table 2.4: Biodiversity Conservation Companion Model dominant narrative influence and integration 
satisfaction summary 

 Environmental 
Priority 

Erosion 
Water 

Shortages & 
Flooding 

Agrochemical Food 
& Water 

Contamination 

Biodiversity 
Loss 

Sustainability 
Indicators 

Not 
Included 

Not Included Not Included 3 

Causality Logic 
Structure 

Not 
Included 

Not Included Not Included 1 

Management 
Rules 

Not 
Included 

Not Included Not Included 1 

Predicted Agent 
Behavior 

Not 
Included 

Not Included Not Included 1 

Predicted Physical 
Outcomes 

Not 
Included 

Not Included Not Included 3 

Validation 
Not 

Included 
Not Included Not Included 

Not 
Included 

Average Consistency with Dominant Environmental Narrative: 1.8 

Reported Satisfaction with Integration: 2 

 

Water Allocation ComMod Application: A Companion Model developed for the Mae Sa 

watershed in Chiang Mai Province showed both a greater reported satisfaction with integration 

and more evenly distributed consistency with the protectionist environmental narrative. This 

ComMod application was developed by researchers with the Uplands Development collaboration 

between Hohenheim and Chiang Mai Universities (Becu et al., 2006). The model was meant to 
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facilitate water allocation negotiations amongst a water-bottling company, an upstream Hmong 

village and a downstream Northern Thai village. Reported satisfaction is assigned a value of two. 

Discussions helped village groups understand each others‟ perspectives, but:  

…when it came to defining scenarios for potential improvement, the discussion 
became uneasy and stopped before any scenarios or solutions could be identified. 
We believe that the existing tensions between the Hmong and the Thai 
communities that can be observed in Northern Thailand may have impeded the 
discussion. (Becu et al., 2006: 9-10) 
 

To address this problem, the researchers met with the village groups separately, but in the final 

session the Hmong villagers did not join the meeting (Becu et al., 2006: 11).  The average value 

of the model components‟ consistency with the dominant environmental narrative (Table 2.1) is 

1.6, as detailed below and summarized in Table 2.5. 

 
Table 2.5: Water allocation Companion Model dominant narrative influence and integration satisfaction 
summary 

 Environmental 
Priority 

Erosion 
Water 

Shortages & 
Flooding 

Agrochemical Food 
& Water 

Contamination 

Biodiversity 
Loss 

Sustainability 
Indicators 

Not 
Included 

2 Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Causality Logic 
Structure 

Not 
Included 

1 Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Management 
Rules 

Not 
Included 

2 Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Predicted Agent 
Behavior 

Not 
Included 

1 Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Predicted Physical 
Outcomes 

Not 
Included 

2 Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Validation 
Not 

Included 
Not Included Not Included 

Not 
Included 

Average Consistency with Dominant Environmental Narrative: 1.6 

Reported Satisfaction with Integration: 2 

 

 Despite the problems experienced with achieving open participation, the water allocation 

ComMod application showed influence of mental models beyond the protectionist narrative. The 
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problem definition indicators prioritize water supply, but identify upstream water supplies to be 

less secure than those downstream. The indicators are therefore only somewhat consistent with 

the protectionist narrative and thus assigned a value of two. Causality is linked to downstream 

demands as well as outside commercial interests rather than being strictly interested in upstream 

use. The attribution of water shortage problems to groups other than highland farmers is not at all 

consistent with the protectionist narrative, and therefore causality is assigned a value of one.  

 The management rules model component was assigned a value of two because although 

the model did not seek government interference, power differentials made stakeholder to 

stakeholder negotiations difficult (Becu et al., 2006: 10). Predicted agent behavior escapes the 

protectionist narrative entirely by demonstrating that social understanding of political 

vulnerability may influence NRM use decisions, and is assigned a value of one. Interestingly, 

these findings were contrasted with survey results found by Thai researchers conducted in the 

same area where downstream considerations were ranked as less important with respect to water 

use decisions (Becu et al., 2006: 10). Finally, predicted physical outcomes were based on the 

same CATCHCROP model used in the IWRAM model, and thus this component is also assigned 

a value of two. The validation methods for this model were not specified, and therefore are not 

assessed for dominant narrative influence.  

 
 

Erosion/Credit Access ComMod Application: The final ComMod application assessed was found 

to have both high reported satisfaction with integration and low consistency with the 

protectionist environmental narrative. This application was developed through collaboration 

amongst the French Agriculture Research Centre for International Development, the 

International Rice Research Institute, Chiang Mai University, and the Thai Public Welfare 

Department (Barnaud et al., 2008; Becu et al., 1998; Becu et al., 2006; Bousquet et al., 2007; 
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Trebuil et al., 2003). This model initially explored the dynamics of crop decision making in an 

Akha village in Chiang Rai (Figure 2.2) with respect to the effects of crop diversification on 

erosion. However, at the suggestion of the villagers participating in the model development 

program, a credit component was added to the model. The participation in model development 

activities was high and consistent, and the model developers and stakeholders were both satisfied 

with the natural system component representations achieved by the model. Therefore, the model 

reported satisfaction with integration is assigned a value of three. The average value of the model 

components‟ consistency with the dominant environmental narrative is 1.2, as detailed below and 

summarized in Table 2.6. 

 
Table 2.6: Erosion/Credit Access Companion Model dominant narrative influence and 
integration satisfaction summary 

Environmental 
Priority  

Erosion 
Water 

Shortages & 
Flooding 

Agrochemical Food 
& Water 

Contamination 

Biodiversity 
Loss 

Sustainability 
Indicators 

1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Causality Logic 
Structure 

1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Management 
Rules 

1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Predicted Agent 
Behavior 

1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Predicted Physical 
Outcomes 

2 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Validation 1 Not Included Not Included 
Not 

Included 

Average Consistency with Dominant Environmental Narrative: 1.2 

Reported Satisfaction with Integration: 3 

 

 Although the initial problem definition indicators may have been consistent with the 

protectionist narrative (summarized in Table 2.1), the addition of an evaluation of debt loads and 

ability to retain individual landholdings shows much more localized priorities and causality 
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understanding. In addition, the management rule and predicted agent behavior components of the 

model did not look for government regulations to intervene, but instead considered the economic 

resource availability concerns identified by the community. Also, model validation was 

conducted by through group and individual interview evaluation by the stakeholders. Therefore, 

each of these model components is assigned a consistency value of one. The predicted physical 

outcomes component showed a bit more consistency with the protectionist narrative, however, 

and was assigned a consistency value of two. Specifically, the physical outcome assessment was 

limited to only considering the erosion indices of agriculture land. However, this component was 

not entirely consistent with the narrative as cropping practices as well as land cover were 

considered in the final evaluation of erosion rates.  

 

Correlation of Social Learning and Integration Satisfaction: The integration satisfaction and 

influence of the dominant environmental narrative results of each of the evaluated models 

indicates a strong inverse correlation (correlation coefficient of 0.9) between these two factors as 

shown in Figure 2.3, below. Dominant environmental narrative influence is estimated according 

to the level of consistency between the NRM model evaluated and the dominant protectionist 

narrative of Northern Thailand, which is summarized in Table 2.1. Specifically, consistency of a 

model component with the dominant narrative is taken to mean that its influence over that 

component was high, and overall consistency was taken as an average of the model components 

each evaluated as low, medium or high on a one to three scale. Similarly, integration satisfaction 

was assigned a value of one to three according to a reported low, medium, or high modeler and 

stakeholder satisfaction with the social and natural system understanding integration achieved by 

the model. Therefore, these results indicate that the dependence of an NRM model development 

program on a dominant environmental narrative may severely limit the ability of researchers to 
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integrate natural and social systems understanding into an NRM model. 

 

  

Figure 2.3: Summary plot of NRM Model Consistency with Dominant Environmental Narrative 
versus Reported Integration Satisfaction 

 

2.5 DISCUSSION 

 
The comparison of NRM models developed for the Northern Thai region suggests a strong 

inverse correlation between the influence of a dominant environmental narrative on a model and 

the satisfaction with model integration of social and natural systems understandings. In addition, 

the dominant protectionist environmental narrative has been shown to be so oversimplified as to 

be inadequate for addressing the environmental concerns it prioritizes. Therefore, its prevailing 

influence in an NRM modeling program indicates that the social learning process by which 

modeler and stakeholder mental models are acknowledged, assessed, and corrected did not 

occur. These results support Pahl-Wostl‟s contention that a model development program will 
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achieve greater integration success when social learning occurs (Pahl-Wostl, 2007).  However, 

correlation does not prescribe causation, and the evaluation of the Northern Thailand NRM 

models‟ consistency with the protectionist environmental narrative indicates that reliance on a 

dominant environmental narrative throughout a model development program is what limits social 

learning. Specifically, the results of this analysis indicate that influence of a dominant narrative 

excludes alternate mental models reinforcing perceptions of disciplinary incompatibility between 

researchers and power differentials between stakeholders. 

 The Northern Thailand case illustrates the extremes in the perception of disciplinary 

incompatibility experienced in NRM modeling. Ekasingh and Letcher‟s review of integrated 

NRM modeling in Thailand concludes that the current success achieved in embedding social 

science disciplinary understanding into NRM models has been largely limited to the integration 

of agricultural economics (Ekasingh & Letcher, 2008). The reason for this is attributed to the 

natural “linkages” between the theory and practice of economists that are “(in a broad sense) 

…often not present” in the social sciences (p. 142). Interestingly, Ekasingh and Letcher were 

also on the team developing the IWRAM model, and in the description of their experiences they 

state that: “In [an integrated modeling] process it can be hard to see how a social scientist—a 

non-economist, can contribute in a meaningful and challenging way to such an assessment…”  

(p. 141). Disciplinary incompatibility is further emphasized by the social science interpretation 

of watershed science in Northern Thailand by Pinkaew Laungaramsri (2000): 

Thus, not only is the dominating concept of "watershed" a social construct, but its 
meaning is also deeply embedded in an unequal power relationship. History and 
reality have been used by the state and its allies to formulate a notion of 
"watershed" to justify their control and manipulation of highland resources. In this 
sense, the "watershed forest" is not a fixed biological component, but, rather, a 
constantly negotiating site in which different concepts and practices intersect, and 
local reality and scientific myth collide. (p. 54) 

 
Thus, social science is framed as non-meaningful and watershed science is reduced to myth. 
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 The perception of incompatibility between the natural and social sciences may be better 

understood in light of the social learning evaluation of the IWRAM model. Specifically, the 

model evaluation shows the IWRAM model to be heavily influenced by the protectionist 

environmental narrative. The influence of the narrative is significant because, although the 

selection of model components is presented as a technical choice, selection is subject to personal 

judgment that bypasses issues of contradictory perspectives (Imamura, 2007). Most of the social 

science perspectives on Northern Thai environmental conservation contradict the protectionist 

narrative (Laungaramsri, 2000; Leepreecha, 2004; Santasombat, 2003; Sturgeon, 2005). Thus, 

without a model development process allowing for the introduction of alternate mental models, 

only agricultural economics could be included in the IWRAM model because only agricultural 

economics can be fit to the protectionist environmental narrative. This suggests that it is not the 

science being used that is “mythical”, but rather emphasizes a much needed contribution from 

social scientists in the development of integrated NRM models: a better understanding of whose 

perspectives are being prioritized and how stakeholder groups stand within the power dynamics 

of those priorities.  

 The need to understand stakeholder group perspectives, priorities and power dynamics is 

also necessary because reliance on a dominant environmental narrative stands to reinforce the 

power differentials between stakeholder groups. The IWRAM model explicitly promotes and 

validates top-down management of natural resources by government departments (Merrit et al., 

2004). During the ComMod application development programs, less powerful stakeholders could 

only manage the power differential between themselves and other stakeholders by either aligning 

their priorities with the more powerful group or by refusing to participate in model development 

altogether (Barnaud et al., 2008a; Becu et al., 2006; Neef & Heidhues, 2005; Promburom, 2005). 

The resistance to alternate mental models of management is further complicated by the 
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possibility that stakeholders may misrepresent their priorities to try to secure politically 

vulnerable resource rights. Such misrepresentation has been shown to occur in Northern 

Thailand: Neef and Heidhues (2005) found that a community that prioritized erosion concerns 

during surveys conducted by an NGO later indicated that most farmers were not concerned about 

soil degradation but had said they were to better secure their land tenure rights.  

 However, despite problems achieving open and honest participation, stakeholder 

participation is more likely to result in accurate representation of local responses to management 

than representations derived from a dominant environmental narrative. The problem with the 

representation of local responses to management strategies of environmental narratives is that 

they largely assume consistent and reliable compliance to top-down management strategies, or 

that natural resources are something that can, in fact, be managed (Escobar, 1996). In addition, 

Pahl-Wostl argues that there is a lack of appreciation for the significance of human adaptation to 

management, changing conditions, response lags, and unforeseeable phenomena (Pahl-Wostl, 

2007). Finally, in cases where power dynamics do not reinforce the dominant environmental 

narrative, such as the Erosion/Credit ComMod Application, new management strategies may 

emerge. Therefore, even if social learning through participation does not lead to a true 

representation of stakeholder priorities, it is more likely to highlight power dynamics and 

strategies used by those with less power to interact with and subvert those with more power. 

 

 

2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 
The results of this study suggest that, as mental models about NRM systems, dominant 

environmental narratives may limit social learning within an NRM model development program 

ultimately leading to dissatisfaction with model integration. Specifically, the comparison of 
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NRM models developed for the Northern Thai region suggests a strong inverse correlation 

between dominant environmental narrative influence and satisfaction with model integration. 

Reviews of NRM model integration suggest that a model development program will achieve 

greater integration success with a social learning process whereby mental models of researchers 

and stakeholders can be acknowledged, assessed, and corrected if necessary. However, the 

evaluation of NRM models developed for Northern Thailand indicates that even when social 

learning is pursued, dominant environmental narratives may still provide the foundational basis 

of an NRM model. This suggests that the influence of dominant environmental narratives may 

exclude alternate mental models limiting social learning and reinforcing perceptions of 

disciplinary incompatibility between researchers and power differentials between stakeholders. 

 Therefore, this study demonstrates that dominant environmental narratives stand to 

heavily influence the outcomes of NRM models. This is not meant to suggest that the models 

developed from dominant environmental narratives are wholly invalid, nor that alternate mental 

models are always better. Instead, the demonstration of the potential influence of a dominant 

environmental narrative provides insight into why some model programs may report disciplinary 

incompatibility even when the development program exerts considerable effort to be inclusive. It 

also emphasizes the importance of accounting for the power differentials established when NRM 

problems are defined and prioritized. Thus, not only is it necessary to include social learning 

processes in a model development program, it is important to be aware of whose mental models 

are being prioritized and why.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

PROBLEMS: THE INFLUENCE OF STAKEHOLDER ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONSERVATION PROBLEM DEFINITION PRIORITIES ON NATURAL RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT MODEL OUTCOMES 

ABSTRACT  

 
Ecologically sensitive areas with indigenous populations in Northern Thailand have become 

focal points of conflict over standards of sustainable development and environmental 

conservation. Natural resource management models are being used to explore environmental 

impacts of specific activities within these areas with an emphasis on integrating social and 

cultural understandings into the model structure. However, the possible divergence of local and 

institutional priorities regarding environmental and social equity issues within a single local 

context and the influence of these differences on potential model outcomes has not been 

assessed. Therefore, the research objective of this study was to determine the extent of the 

differences amongst local conservation priorities and explore the impacts of this diversity on 

natural resource management model development strategies. The results indicate both distinct 

differences and complex inter-relationships between environmental conservation and 

sustainability priorities, demonstrating the impact of using different perspectives on the NRM 

recommendations resulting from model outputs. By acknowledging and accounting for these 

different perspectives it may be possible to better understand the interaction between stakeholder 

groups and their reactions to the model development program, as well as ensure that the choice 

of priorities is transparent as opposed to obscure. 
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THAI ABSTRACT (บทคัดย่อ) 
 
พืน้ที่ที่มีความอ่อนไหวทางนิเวศวิทยา   ที่มีประชาชนเป็นคนท้องถ่ิน    ในภาคเหนือของประเทศไทย    ได้กลายเป็น จดุ
ศนูย์รวมของความขดัแย้งในประเด็นมาตรฐานของการอนรัุกษ์สิง่แวดล้อมและการพฒันาอย่างยัง่ยืน แม่แบบของ  การบริหาร
จดัการทรัพยากรธรรมชาติ    ถกูน ามาใช้ในการส ารวจเข้าไปในโครงสร้างของ  แม่แบบถงึผลกระทบของกิจกรรม  จ าเพาะ
ภายในขอบเขตพืน้ความรู้เหลา่นี ้   โดยเน้นเอกภาพแห่งความเข้าใจ ทางสงัคมและวฒันธรรม  อย่างไรก็ตาม    ความไม่
สอดคล้องกนัที่อาจเป็นไปได้ของความจ าเป็นเร่งด่วนระหว่าง  เก่ียวกบัท้องถ่ินและระบบ    ในประเด็นความเสมอ ภาคทาง
สงัคมและสิง่แวะล้อมภายใน    ภายในบริบทเด่ียว ของท้องถ่ิน    และยงัไม่ได้มีการประเมินอิทธิพลของ  ความแตกต่าง
เหลา่นี ้ดงันัน้ วตัถปุระสงค์ของงานวิจยัฉบบั  นี ้   จงึได้แก่การก าหนดขอบเขตของความแตกต่างระหว่าง  ความจ าเป็น
เร่งด่วนในการอนรัุกษ์ของระบบกบัของ ท้องถ่ินที่แตกต่างกนั    ภายในบริบทของท้องถ่ิน และค้นหาผลกระทบ   จากความ
หลากหลายนี ้   ที่ม ีต่อยทุธศาสตร์การพฒันาแม่แบบการบริหารจดัการทรัพยากรธรรมชาติ    ผลที่ได้รับแสดงให้ เห็นทัง้
ความแตกต่างกนัที่ชดัเจนกบัความซบัซ้อนของความสมัพนัธ์ระหว่างการอนรัุกษ์สิง่แวดล้อม กบั ความยัง่ยืนที่  จ าเป็น เร่งด่วน    
ทัง้ภายในและระหว่างกลุม่ผู้มีสว่นได้เสยีที่แตกต่างกนั    ซึง่แสดงให้เห็นถงึผลกระทบของ การใช้ทศันคติที่ แตกต่าง    ต่อ
ข้อเสนอแนะของนโยบาย    ที่เกิดจากแม่แบบที่เป็นผลลพัธ์ ซึง่เป็นเร่ืองส าคญั เพราะเป็นตวับ่งชีว้่า แม่แบบ  ใดๆก็ตาม ที่ถกู
จดัสร้างขึน้มาส าหรับภูมิภาคนี ้จะไม่สามารถครอบคลมุ ทศันคติของผู้มีสว่นได้เสยีและความเข้าใจในเร่ือง  การอนรัุกษ์
สิง่แวดล้อมและความยัง่ยืน ได้ทัง้หมด อย่างไรก็ตาม การได้รับรู้รับทราบเหตผุลของทศันคติที่แตกต่างกนัเหลา่นี ้    อาจท าให้
เกิดความเข้าใจที่ดีขึน้ ของปฏิสมัพนัธ์ระหว่างกลุม่ผู้มีสว่นได้เสยีกลุม่ต่างๆกบัปฏิกิริยาของพวกเขา ที่มีต่อโครงการ  พฒันา
แม่แบบ และในขณะเดียวกนั ก็ได้ท าให้แน่ใจว่า การเลอืกจดัล าดบัความเร่งด่วนนัน้โปร่งใส และไม่คลมุเครือ  
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Natural resource management (NRM) models are increasingly recognized to be influenced by 

stakeholder perspectives, which are determined by interpretations of social realities that are 

constructed through language, culture and politics, as well as natural phenomena (Bousquet & 

Trebuil, 2005; Lavigne-Delville et al., 2005; Neef, 2005). NRM models encompass a wide range 

of activities including: data models resulting from controlled experiments; quantitative numeric 

methods used to make forecasts; and the qualitative representations of physical and social 

systems (Jakeman & Letcher, 2003). However, even the most simplistic models are influenced 

by perspective. For example, a map is a model of a spatial object translated through 

generalization, scaling, and symbolization (Winichakul, 1994). Winichakul argues that the 

mapping of the Thai geo-body was highly influenced by the social and political perspectives 

determining the objectives of defining national boundaries.  

 Social science based critiques of NRM modeling processes point to assumptions of 

universal problem perspectives as a fundamental flaw in modeling approaches. Sarkkula et al. 

quote Nancarrow (2005) criticizing basic modeler approaches saying, “…modelers simply 

assume a problem and start by defining and collecting data needed to solve it, while social 

scientists start by identifying the different stakeholders and how they see and define the 

problem…” (Sarkkula et al., 2007: p. 129). Imamura contends the selection of an NRM model 

development program, although presented as a technical choice, is subject to the influence of 

personal judgments that may bypass issues of contradictory perspectives (Imamura, 2007). Pahl-

Wostl (2007) attributes misrepresentations of system complexity in NRM modeling to the failure 

of researchers to recognize “…ambiguities in problem framing and diversities in the perception 

of the nature of the problem” (p. 568).  

 The Companion Modeling (ComMod) approach provides an NRM modeling 
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methodology that accounts for differing perspectives on an NRM problem (Barreteau et al., 

2004; Becu et al., 1998; Becu et al., 2006; Bousquet & Le Page, 2004; Bousquet et al., 2007; 

Gurung et al., 2006). Several ComMod applications have been developed describing a wide 

range of problems including: erosion and credit availability, water allocation rights, the 

development of new national park boundaries and management rules, and deforestation and 

erosion. Typically, these modeling methods use role playing games and agent-based modeling 

methods to explore the priorities of local stakeholders and facilitate the negotiation of natural 

resource management strategies. These methods use stakeholder participation to understand and 

simulate the different perspectives different stakeholders have on the same NRM concern.  

 However, current debates over sustainable development suggest that it is not only the 

different perspectives on a given NRM problem that need to be addressed, but also the profusion 

NRM problem definitions. This is exemplified in Thailand where conservation sites have been 

established to preserve ecological functions and biodiversity in the environmentally sensitive 

northern highland areas. The presence of ethnic minority communities in these areas has resulted 

in a range of very different NRM problem definitions. National scale efforts have focused on 

increasing forest cover with an emphasis on limiting agricultural activities in the highland areas, 

which has lead to controversial management strategies including resettlement, severely limited 

land tenure, and development projects focused on eradicating the traditional agricultural 

practices of ethnic minority communities (Ganjanapan, 1998; Hengsuwan, 2003; Kesmanee, 

1994; Laungaramsri, 2000). In contrast, communities in these areas have shown increasing 

concern over the growing use of agricultural chemicals, changing irrigation practices, the 

introduction of new plant and animal species, market access and tourism (Aagaard & Jorgensen, 

2001; Mischung, 1986; Lee, 1981).  

 However, the effect of the local variation amongst NRM problem definitions on model 
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development processes and outcomes has not been explored. This paper argues that the NRM 

problem definition prioritized by a model development program determines the range of possible 

management scheme recommendation outcomes of that model. Thus, if NRM problem 

definitions in a single locality vary, then the range of possible model recommendations is 

determined by the NRM problem definition prioritized by the model development program. This 

is demonstrated with a case study comparing preliminary Companion Model application 

structures developed according to the NRM problem definitions of different stakeholder groups 

in Doi Inthanon National Park in Northern Thailand. 

 

 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH SITE 

 
Doi Inthanon National Park (see Figure 3.1) was established in the Chom Thong district of 

Chiang Mai, Thailand, because of its ecological attributes: the area encompasses several distinct 

ecological regions, some of which are unique in Thailand (Lykke & Barford, 2000). This 

diversity is largely attributed to its range in altitude, as it encompasses Thailand‟s highest peak, 

which rises from 800m.a.s.l. to 2565m.a.s.l. over a total area of approximately 480km
2
 (Figure 

4.). The variation in altitude provides the conditions necessary to serve several ecosystem types 

including dry and mixed deciduous forests, dry evergreen forest, montane forest, and peat bogs 

(Lykke & Barford, 2000). The area is also subject to Thailand‟s monsoonal climate, and 

experiences a distinct wet season, typically starting in mid-May and running through October. 

Between 2003 and 2007 the total annual rainfall was between 2,500mm and 3,000mm 

(Watjananun, 2007). 
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Figure 3.1: Location of Doi Inthanon National Park within Thailand, and the location of the 
focus communities, extent of land parcels, and TRPF contract field locations within the park 
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 The conflict over NRM issues in Doi Inthanon National Park (hereafter referred to as the 

Park) is representative of the debates over sustainable development in areas facing environmental 

degradation. The Park was founded in 1954 and expanded in 1972 as part of a government effort 

to better conserve Thailand‟s diminishing forested area (Lykke & Barford, 2000). The Park also 

encompasses several communities representing several different ethnic groups, which have been 

the focus of extensive international and national development efforts. However, the sustainability 

of these policies and projects has been questioned both by local stakeholders and academics, 

which has led to extensive conflict in this area (Fox, 2000; Kaimowitz & Angelsen, 1998; 

Kesmanee, 1994; Laungaramsri, 2000; Rerkasem & Rerkasem, 1995; Ziegler et al., 2009). The 

Park, therefore, provides an ideal ecological, cultural, and political space from which to explore 

the local diversity of stakeholder priorities and concerns and the impact of this diversity on NRM 

model development and management recommendation outcomes. 

 This research focused on an approximately 40km
2
 area along the Southeastern slope of 

Doi Inthanon, ranging in elevation from 800-1,800m.a.s.l., and containing communities 

representing both the Hmong and Karen, or Bakinyaw, ethnic minority groups. The two focus 

communities of this study were Baan Khun Klang (BKK) and Mae Klang Luang (MKL), shown 

in Figure 3.1. BKK is a primarily Hmong village with a population of approximately 1500 

people. MKL is a Karen (Bakinyaw) community of approximately 250 people. The two 

communities are located on the main road through the park at elevations of approximately 1200 

and 1700 m.a.s.l., respectively. These ethnicities represent the two most populous ethnic 

minorities in Thailand. In addition, Hmong and Karen represent the poles of how highland 

communities are currently perceived within Thailand: Hmong have long been held as the 

primary example of the environmentally destructive nature of highland agriculture, whereas the 

Karen have more and more commonly come to be viewed as stewards of nature (Ganjanapan, 
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1998; Kunstadter, 1983; Laungaramsri, 2001a; Laungaramsri, 2001b; Trakarnsuphakorn, 1997; 

Walker, 2001). 

 Agriculture serves as the primary occupation of those residing in these communities, and 

development projects have played a major role in the selection of crops grown. Development 

projects in this area have been implemented through a variety of agencies, including: the UNDP, 

United Nation and Thai Programme for Drug Abuse Control, the Thai Royal Project Foundation, 

the Highland Agriculture and Marketing Programme, the Thai-Norwegian Church Aid Highland 

Development Project, the Thailand Highland Development Program, and the Thailand Public 

Welfare Department (Hengsuwan, 2003). These projects were primarily pursued to provide 

alternatives to opium poppy cultivation since its banning in 1958 (Rattanasom & Puginier, 1997; 

Tsutsui & Saiprasert, 1993). However, other interests have also played into the national and 

international interest in these policies and projects: the need to develop good relations with 

highland ethnic minority groups for their strategic borderland positions during the Second 

IndoChina War; the need to “maintain” highland communities in order to attract tourists; and the 

need to minimize the area these communities occupy in order to meet forest cover increase 

quotas (Leepreecha, 2004). In order to achieve these development goals, projects have acted 

primarily by facilitating agricultural research, marketing, and extension efforts.  

 However, the NRM changes initiated by these development projects and policies have 

precipitated several upland/lowland conflicts among stakeholder groups. In particular, these 

projects have introduced a wide variety of exotic species, including: fruits, vegetables and herbs 

(zucchini, peaches, fennel…); animal species (pheasants, rainbow trout…); and flowers 

(chrysanthemums, gerbera…). This, in turn, has led to changing practices with respect to the use 

of agricultural chemicals and water disbursement. Furthermore, the success of these projects in 

Baan Khun Klang and Mae Klang Luang has been enhanced by the presence of a well 
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maintained road (Hau & von Oppen, 2001; Tsutsui & Saiprasert, 1993). This road has not only 

eased the transportation of produce, but tourists as well, increasing the demands on local 

resources for the development and maintenance of tourist facilities. These changes have 

instigated upstream/downstream conflict between farmers, government officials, academics and 

social rights activists over the last forty years (Hengsuwan, 2003; Laungaramsri, 2000; 

Leepreecha, 2004; Neef & Neubert, 2004). 

 

3.3 METHODOLOGY 

 
The methodology for this project was designed to highlight the level of variation between NRM 

model problem definitions derived according to different stakeholder groups‟ NRM perspectives 

in Doi Inthanon National Park. In order to achieve this, key informant interviews, participant 

observation, and specialized interview methods were used to identify NRM perspectives across a 

range of actors. Four major stakeholder groups were selected as the focus of the study: the Thai 

Royal Forestry Department; the Thai Royal Project Foundation; the Hmong community of Baan 

Khun Klang; and the Karen (Bakinyaw) community of Baan Mae Klang Luang. Although most 

participants gave permission to use their actual name, names are omitted or pseudonyms used 

throughout as a precautionary measure to protect individual privacy. The NRM perspectives 

derived from the interview results are summarized in a model template developed through a 

simplified Companion Modeling approach. 

 The Companion Modeling (ComMod) approach accounts for different stakeholder 

perspectives and is therefore adapted as a method to provide a basic summary of NRM problem 

definitions. ComMod applications typically use the unified modeling language (UML) and a 

simplified version of the ComMod UML class diagrams is used as a template for summarizing 

NRM problem definitions (Bousquet & Le Page, 2004; Van Dyke et al., 1998). ComMod 
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application class diagrams require the identification of social entities, spatial entities, and passive 

entities described according to the attribute of its class and its operations. In order to keep the 

diagrams as simple as possible, only social entities are described by attribute, given as the 

stakeholders‟ goals. In addition, operations and links/flows between the entities are not included. 

However, a model time step and sustainability indicators are included to highlight major problem 

definition deviations, as shown in the template given in Figure 3.2, below.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: UML class diagram template of ComMod applications used as a format for 
summarizing NRM problem definitions 
 
 Each entity is classified according to its role in the NRM problem definition. Social 

entities, or “agents”, represent the stakeholders relevant to the NRM issue being modeled. 

Agents are subject to goals, which are given as their attribute. Spatial entities are used to 

represent the physical spaces relevant to NRM decisions such as agricultural fields and forest 

area. Passive entities are those factors that do not make decisions nor are subject to decision-
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making, which might include weather or market conditions. Indicators are model outputs that 

determine whether a scenario has positive or negative impacts on environmental conservation 

efforts. Finally, each ComMod application functions according to the time step appropriate to the 

model problem definition.  

 Before summarizing the NRM perspectives of different stakeholder groups, however, it 

was first necessary to identify those perspectives. Two different approaches were necessary 

because institutional stakeholders were better able and more willing to express NRM concerns 

than community groups. Specifically, ethnic minority communities living in the highlands have 

been lumped into the “hill-tribe problem” and are accustomed to being held responsible for 

Thailand‟s environmental problems (Ganjanapan, 1998; Kesmanee, 1994; Laungaramsri, 2000; 

Lebel & Tan Sinh, 2007). The insecurity of this position limits their ability to identify, discuss, 

and address their NRM concerns. The methodology for each approach is described below. 

 
Key Informant Interviews: Key informants were selected according to the recognized 

institutional systems within and around the park. The Thai Royal Forestry Department is 

represented in Doi Inthanon National Park by Park officers. An informal interview was 

conducted with the Park Superintendent and three other park officials. The Thai Royal Project 

Foundation maintains a local presence through the Doi Inthanon Royal Project Research Station. 

One informal interview was conducted with the manager of the research station and two 

professors managing overall research and extension efforts. This interview was further 

supplemented with five additional interviews with individual extension agents and researchers. 

Community perspectives were sought by interviewing the village headmen of Baan Khun Klang 

and Baan Mae Klang Luang. In addition, heads of water management groups for the tambon 

(sub-district), Baan Khun Klang, and Chom Thong were also interviewed. 

 Interviews were held as meetings used to brainstorm management and research priorities 
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for potential NRM modeling projects within the Park. Because it was necessary to understand the 

structure and priorities of these groups, initial questions focused on understanding local 

management structures, their means of regulation and enforcement, and their larger conservation 

priorities. Questions regarding conservation priorities initially focused on water quantity issues, 

as the literature indicated water shortages during the dry season to be a primary concern, and 

were developed further through the interview according to the answers and interests of the 

interviewees. The interview results were then compared against observations made during the 

researcher‟s participation in and observation of daily activities in the communities. Interviews 

were conducted in Thai and translated into English with the help of Ms. Pattarin Thunyapar. The 

NRM perspectives identified were then summarized according to the general model template 

given in Figure 3.2. 

 
Community Perspective Specialized Interviews: The interview methods used to identify local 

community perspectives ensued from the problems faced with initiating dialogue with local 

community members. Specifically, discrepancies were found between concerns explicitly 

identified by key informants (typically reduced to no concerns or concerns limited to the 

activities of other communities) and those observed while participating in community and 

individual activities. This indicated a need for more in depth understanding of the perspectives of 

community members. In order to achieve this, it was necessary to work with community liaisons 

to plan and conduct interviews. This helped with language and cultural barriers because 

community liaisons provided fluency both in Thai and the local language: Karen (Bakakinyaw) 

in the case of Mae Klang Luang, and Hmong for Baan Khun Klang.  

 Because of the sensitivity of the topics and the unfavorable position of the community 

members as upstream resource users, it was conceived that the problem definition questions 

should be hypothetical. Therefore, a formal interview questionnaire was developed framed 
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around the hypothetical problem: if a development agency were to propose a project for this 

village, how would the community members determine whether or not it was likely to be a 

“good” project? This was determined by asking individuals to assess development projects that 

have been pursued in this area over the last forty years (see Appendix A for an English 

translation of the questionnaires used). Interviewees were asked to assess several variables 

including: the overall success of the project and its sponsorship; benefits and investments of the 

sponsor, the individuals, and the community; the water and land use required by the project; the 

labor requirements of the project; and the resulting use of chemicals. Interviewees were 

encouraged to contribute their own assessment factors and ideas for future projects as well. In 

total, 15 people in Mae Klang Luang and 27 people in Baan Khun Klang reviewed one to three 

development projects each for a total of 67 development project assessments.  

 During the interview process several of the villagers interviewed in both communities 

suggested another interview approach: asking how easily villagers can change aspects of their 

routines and practices. This presented a very appropriate means of assessing recommendations 

resulting from model outputs, as it considers the feasibility of any given set of changes. 

Therefore, another questionnaire was developed (Appendix B) focusing on questions about the 

ease of changing occupations, land areas, crops, crop rotation cycles, and chemical and natural 

resource use. Again, interviewees were also encouraged to contribute their own ideas of where 

they felt constrained in making changes to the way they used natural resources. Ten and 15 of 

this type of interview were conducted in Mae Klang Luang and Baan Khun Klang, respectively.  

 These two interview strategies were more successful than key informant interviews. 

Despite their perceived and actual differences, NRM development in the Baan Khun Klang 

(BKK) and Mae Klang Luang (MKL) communities is largely limited by their cooperation on 

projects initiated and funded by outside organizations. It has followed that their access to 
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government and natural resources are dependent on this cooperation. Thus, the communities‟ 

concerns and priorities about development projects undertaken in the area, as well as the ease 

with which factors affecting NRM practices can be changed revealed community NRM priorities 

and concerns. Thus, the responses to these interviews could be used to delineate NRM problem 

definitions as expressed by members of the BKK and MKL communities summarized according 

to the general model template given in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

3.4 RESULTS 

 
Stakeholder perspectives on NRM problems in the Doi Inthanon National Park study area are 

extremely diverse. The Royal Forestry Department, the Royal Project Foundation, and the local 

communities make up the most well established and easily recognized stakeholders within the 

Doi Inthanon National Park study area. However, these groups are neither solitary nor static. The 

fluxes of population and priorities within these groups, as well as the interaction between these 

groups and outside organizations make it difficult to isolate and delineate stakeholder groups, 

their makeup and their perspectives on NRM issues. However, even at a superficial level, it can 

be seen that NRM problem definitions for the Doi Inthanon area vary widely including problems 

with meeting dry season tourist water demands to health and safety problems associated with 

pesticide usage. The general Companion Model templates developed according to different NRM 

problem definitions demonstrate that the recommendation outcomes of NRM models depend on 

the perspective used to frame the model problem definition. 

 
The Royal Forestry Department (RFD): The Royal Forestry Department is most visible in Doi 

Inthanon National Park (the Park) as the official body managing the park. The emphasis of 
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RFD‟s national environmental management plans over the last three or four decades has targeted 

highland communities and activities as accountable for deforestation, drought and flooding 

problems across Thailand and has sought to minimize forest degradation as caused by these 

activities (Ganjanapan, 1998; Laungaramsri, 2000; Tangtham, 1998). In accordance with these 

national conservation priorities, the park officials work to protect the forested area of the Park 

through reforestation projects and forest fire control. In addition, the park offices monitor the 

activities of the local communities, primarily through regulating changes to property held within 

the park. The RFD has further established outreach efforts to local communities to bridge the 

mistrust that has developed between the communities and the park officials as a result of the 

RFD‟s traditionally antagonistic approach to conservation. 

 Within the Park locale, however, the conservation and management roles of the RFD are 

complicated by the role of tourism in the park and extend well past concerns over forest cover 

area. This is because the park officials also work to monitor (and collect dues from) tourists in 

the Park, as well as provide tourist housing and services. This role has extended to the point that 

park officials face pressure to bring in revenue from the tourist industry as there are otherwise 

not enough funds for maintaining park services. In response to these challenges, Mr. Anon 

Sungkai, the Park Superintendent, indicated that a model of the overall water usage in the Park 

during the dry season, including tourist, agricultural, and household uses, would provide a basis 

for developing an optimal water storage tank and disbursement system to meet all these needs 

(personal communication, December 28, 2007). This model proposal is summarized in Figure 

3.3, below.  
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Figure 3.3: Local Royal Forestry Department NRM problem definition summarized in the 
ComMod UML class diagram template layout  
 
 Observations expressed by individuals outside the Park management body supported the 

authenticity of the NRM perspectives expressed during the key informant interview. Mr. Serpat, 

an irrigation manager outside the park said that, “in the dry season the park officers will instruct 

me to tell farmers to store water before he blocks water from leaving the park for three to five 

days during holidays or weekends. That way there is water in the park when lots of tourists will 

come to play in the water.” In addition, one individual, who wanted to remain entirely 

anonymous, indicated that an individual involved in organized crime had built tourist facilities in 

the park and had bribed park officials to direct tourists to his facilities. Further discussions with 

villagers and Royal Project Foundation researchers indicated that “bad feelings” exist between 

the Royal Project Foundation and the Park officers because of competition for tourist revenue. 

These observations demonstrate that the importance of tourist revenue to the Park management 

body plays a central role in Park politics and in determining the allocation of Park resources. 
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The Royal Project Foundation: The Thai Royal Project Foundation (the Foundation), is a 

public organization (government funded but designated to run outside the typical government 

bureaucracy) encompassing many NRM priorities and concerns. The Foundation was established 

by the Thai Royal Family to introduce alternatives to opium poppy cultivation, increase the 

sustainability of agricultural methods used in montane Thailand, and increase Thai border 

security. Currently, the Foundation operations are focused on facilitating agricultural research, 

extension, and marketing efforts and introducing both alternative products and cultivation 

methods to target areas and communities with 37 research and extension stations throughout the 

Northern Thai highland area. In addition, the Foundation works as a secretarial body, through 

which universities and organizations can apply for funding for projects to further the Foundation 

mission. There are typically several government departments and universities working with the 

Foundation at any given time, each with different agendas and objectives. 

 The local activities of the Foundation also substantiate the authenticity of the NRM 

concerns expressed by the Park management body. The Foundation research and extension 

station, established in the Park in 1979, has been developed largely as a tourist destination to 

promote the Foundation mission. This tourist priority has come to the forefront since 2007 and 

several new high-end tourist facilities, gardens, restaurants and shops have been built on the 

research station grounds. These activities demonstrate the role of the Foundation as using natural 

resources to secure tourist revenues. That is, these activities require water, land, and labor use to 

maintain and justify the development of these facilities. However, tourism is not the only activity 

influencing the Foundation‟s interest in how natural resources are managed within the Park. 

 The Foundation plays another complicated role as a natural resource user. This is because 

community members within the Foundation extension area undertake contract cropping with the 

Foundation. The Foundation performs market analysis on crops to be sold under the Doi Kham 
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brand name and assigns the predicted demand for different fruits, vegetables, and flowers to 

different extension stations to contract out with local farmers. If the crops produced meet the 

required quality standards then they are bought at the pre-agreed upon rate, packaged, distributed 

and sold. In addition, this area is the site for a pilot fishery operation used to raise rainbow trout 

and sturgeon. This operation not only requires the flow through of several hundreds of cubic 

meters of water per hour, it requires that that water be very clean. 

 The Foundation extension officers and researchers involved in the fruit and vegetable 

marketing and fishery operation indicated another key NRM problem: pesticide use and 

contamination. One of the central marketing tenants of the Doi Kham brand is food safety and 

one of the primary reasons the Foundation will reject a crop is the detection of pesticide residue. 

Pesticide residue detection is typically attributed to the proximity of the crop to flower 

cultivation areas, rather than the misuse of pesticides on the contract crop itself. This is because 

it is generally understood that farmers are using greater quantities of more dangerous pesticides 

for flower cultivation than any other application in the area. 

 Therefore, Foundation extension and fishery officers indicated the need for an NRM 

model scheme, as depicted in Figure 3.4. Specifically, extension and fishery officers wanted a 

model that could be used to develop strategies to better mitigate the effects of pesticide use on 

contract crops and fishery water within the Park research and extension area. These changes 

could be affected by reworking the scheme by which contracts are assigned. Contracts are 

usually assigned every four months, but a contract rotation may be shorter depending on the 

growing period required for the crop contracted. That is, instead of assigning contracts only 

based on market demand, farmers‟ resource access, and farmers‟ interest in a crop, contract crops 

could be assigned to minimize pesticide usage in sensitive areas.  
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Figure 3.4: Local Royal Project Foundation NRM problem definition summarized in the 
ComMod UML class diagram template layout 
 
 Observations given by individuals outside the Foundation supported the authenticity of 

the NRM perspectives expressed during the key informant interview. Community members who 

were currently working or had worked as contract farmers for the Foundation indicated 

awareness that Foundation extension officers were already making contract allocation decisions 

based on pesticide use prevalence within communities. Disappointment with these practices was 

expressed by several farmers, particularly in Baan Mae Klang Luang. Ms. Piichaw, a 36 year old 

farmer, stated, “We used to receive contracts to grow organic vegetables for the Royal Project 

Foundation, but now all organic crop contracts go to farmers in another village with a worse road 

because they cannot bring pesticides into their village.” Villagers in Baan Khun Klang pointed 

out that the Foundation had rerouted water pipes so that the water used in the trout fishery ponds 

comes directly from the Siriphum waterfall, bypassing the fields where pesticides are used. 
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Local Communities: Although community leaders in the communities located in Doi Inthanon 

National Park acknowledged a history of NRM and, in particular, water management disputes, 

the general consensus was that current management systems are adequate to address these issues. 

At the local level, each of the communities within the park has small, community managed 

irrigation systems. At the Tambon (sub-district) level, a watershed network committee has been 

formed with representatives from clusters of villages. These committees inspect their own water 

use and discuss if the water use is appropriate and balanced at public meetings, and interviewees 

indicated that any problems that arise are typically resolved by the onset of the rainy season. 

Community members and leaders insisted that there were no problems with natural resource or 

water management in their communities, resulting in no NRM problem definitions.  

 However, participatory observation activities within the communities indicated much 

more complex local concerns and priorities. In particular, community members both working 

with and independent of the Park offices and the Foundation expressed disapproval of the use of 

water by these organizations for their tourist and production facilities, as well as concern over the 

lack of water treatment. Others conveyed concern about the effects of increased pesticide use on 

their health and their family‟s health. In addition, one community member indicated that 

individual farmers take fair water dispersal issues into their own hands by breaking the water 

pipes being used by organizations and other community members. 

 Thus, it was determined that the key informant interviews were inadequate to determine 

community NRM problem perspectives. The unwillingness to identify problems during formal 

interviews was attributed to the misconception that by attempting to focus on the problem from 

the perspective of the community, the focus was on the community as the problem. Specifically, 

the Doi Inthanon National Park area includes several communities with diverse backgrounds, 

resource management systems, and stakeholder perspectives. This is the outcome of different 
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traditional agricultural practices as well as different interactions with environmental conservation 

politics, development organizations, business, and outside government interests. The national 

perspectives regarding the community‟s traditional NRM practices, its actual current NRM 

practices, and its interactions with outside development organizations and government bodies all 

determine local NRM concerns, how they are expressed, and through what routes they can be 

addressed. Therefore, it was necessary to use the interview approaches as described in the 

“Community Perspective Specialized Interviews” section of the methodology.  

 The development projects assessed in the Baan Khun Klang (BKK) and Baan Mae Klang 

Luang (MKL) communities covered a large spectrum including: the development of local 

schools and roads, community health assessments of prevalence of diabetes and pesticide 

poisoning, and extension work introducing new species, cultivation methods, and post-harvest 

processing techniques. In addition, both participants from MKL and BKK identified activities 

not typically considered “development projects” to evaluate. These included raising water 

buffalo, local festivals, and wedding ceremonies. These results served to highlight the positive 

attributes of community/individual led efforts.  

 
Baan Khun Klang (BKK): Baan Khun Klang, the largest village with the highest elevation of 

any community in Doi Inthanon National Park, was established approximately 100 years ago. It 

currently has a population of almost 1,500 people, primarily of Hmong descent. Hmong are 

typically associated with pioneer shifting agricultural systems and recent immigration to 

Thailand from China (Leepreecha, 2004). Pioneer shifting, or swidden, cultivation is 

characterized by the clearing of new agricultural plots from primary forest. These plots may be 

used for as many as 15 years before the land is exhausted and it is necessary to move on to newly 

cleared areas. The association between Hmong and this type of agriculture is the reason Hmong 

are typically accused of environmental destruction, and this has led to a principle focus of 
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development organizations and the Royal Forestry Department within the research area on BKK.  

 Currently, however, if the BKK villagers practice crop rotation, they usually leave land 

fallow for no more than 1-3 years between crops and only previously cleared land is available for 

rotation. In the land available to them, villagers choose what they want to grow on an individual 

basis. The majority of farmers grow flowers, which are highly profitable and provide a 

continuous source of income in four month increments over two years after their initial planting. 

In these cases, farmers are responsible for shipping and marketing their products themselves. In 

addition, about 40% of the farmers active in BKK contract at least a portion of their cultivation 

activities with the Thai Royal Project Foundation.  

 In BKK, the feelings of dissatisfaction with the long term effects and lack of follow 

through with development projects, as well as the constraints faced in changing agricultural 

chemical use, emphasized the importance of one NRM concern within the community. 

Specifically, the flower cultivation that is dominant in this community requires using large 

amounts of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides (i.e. that are either part of the organophosphate or 

carbamate group). The trend of greater and more dangerous pesticide use for flower cultivation 

has been loosely linked to adverse health effects on the local population through data collected 

by the local health clinic: several people in the community have tested positive for cholinesterase 

inhibition (Dr. Wittaya Turdpraipanawan, personal communication, August 8, 2008). It should 

be noted, however, that these results were based on voluntary testing, and it can only be 

concluded that adverse health effects linked to the use of this particular type of pesticide use 

have been observed. Whether or not the blood test study results demonstrate that flower 

cultivation has been detrimental to the health of those living in this area, it has convinced 

villagers that pesticide use in this area is becoming a serious health hazard.  

 However, those interviewed indicated that they feel that there is nothing they can do to 
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improve the situation. The local concern over pesticide has been enforced by a project sponsored 

by the Royal Project Foundation and the Public Health Department to increase local awareness 

of the dangers of the overuse of pesticides. After a lecture about the effects of the pesticides 

being used, some villagers used the pesticide doses recommended by the lecturer. However, Mr. 

Sawan, a 42 year old local public health official said, “After this project farmers tried to use less 

pesticides like they said, but it didn‟t work. There were too many insects and farmers started 

using twice the amount again.” Therefore, this problem remains of high concern to the 

community members of BKK, but because of their dependence on flower cultivation for income 

and their continued inability to produce high quality flowers without large quantities of pesticide, 

they feel there is very little they can do to address this problem. 

 This indicates the need in BKK for another model development strategy, seen in Figure 

3.5. Specifically, community members are not currently able to manage the risks associated with 

pesticide use within their community. This is despite extensive health and safety training, 

conscientious efforts to use the pesticides as directed and indications that current methods are 

adversely affecting the health of individuals within the community. Therefore, the community as 

a whole needs to understand the actual processes of pest management, pesticide transport and 

pesticide exposure relevant to the BKK area. This will allow community leaders to develop 

management strategies to mitigate the effects of extensive pesticide use and better ensure the 

health of residents.  
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Figure 3.5: Baan Khun Klang NRM problem definition summarized in the ComMod UML class 
diagram template layout 
 
 
Baan Mae Klang Luang (MKL): Downstream of Baan Khun Klang are several Karen 

(Bakinyaw) communities, including Baan Mae Klang Luang. These villages were established 

over 200 years ago. The Karen, who prefer to be referred to as Bakinyaw, traditionally practice 

what is considered a very environmentally conservative rotational shifting agricultural system 

(Ganjanapan, 1998; Kunstadter, 1983; Laungaramsri, 2001a; Laungaramsri, 2001b; 

Trakarnsuphakorn, 1997; Walker, 2001). In this case, land is selectively cleared on rotation, used 

for 1-3 years, and allowed to regenerate for up to 17 year fallow periods. However, villagers 

reported that wet paddy rice cultivation has been the primary agricultural activity since the 

inception of these villages, as both land and water supply are suitable. Because of the longer and 

better documented presence of these villages and the perception of being environmentally 
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conservative, there has been less interaction between these villages and development 

organizations and the Royal Forestry Department. Community members received full legal 

tenure of their land holdings in 2007 and 2008.  

 However, village leaders also indicated recent shifts away from the centrality of wet 

paddy cultivation as younger community members move towards prioritizing income over 

subsistence needs. Cash cropping activities are starting to play a more important role in these 

villages, and currently include fruit tree, cabbage, coffee, avocado, and flower cultivation. Mr. 

Lawjadaa, a 56 year old farmer stated, “The young people are not worried about rice. They are 

worried about having enough money to buy gasoline for their motorcycles.” However, the 

movement away from traditional subsistence farming has not resulted in the extent of worry 

about pesticide use that is seen in Baan Khun Klang. Although community members in MKL are 

very aware of the dangers of pesticide use, they indicated that they do not feel dependent on 

pesticides. Mr. Nidat, a 22 year old farmer said, “I may lose money because I do not use 

chemicals, but I get that money again because I do not have to pay hospital bills.”  

 Outside organizations and individuals have contributed extensively to the shift away from 

the focus on paddy rice cultivation. Co-operatives between villagers and outside investors have 

built up eco-tourism facilities in the village. In addition, individuals in MKL and other Bakinyaw 

villages have begun renting land to outside companies. Villagers can work for these companies, 

typically growing flowers on this land for daily salaries. Contract crop cultivation with the Thai 

Royal Project Foundation is also possible, but limited. The Foundation and Royal Fishery 

Department also built a new trout pond facility in the village in 2005. 

 Despite the shifts away from traditional sustenance priorities, the NRM model problem 

definition for MKL is linked to the preference for wet paddy rice cultivation and is better 

understood in the context of the MKL community‟s access to natural and government resources. 
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The community members of MKL indicated that their access to government services, 

particularly with respect to the development of irrigation systems, has been severely limited. 

They have had to negotiate on unrelated projects to attain required infrastructure. For example, 

the Royal Fishery Department and Royal Project Foundation promoted a new fishery project 

within the village by saying that villagers could draw water from the fishery water supply canal 

for use in one of the upstream rice paddy areas. This area had severe water shortage issues, and 

the community had applied to several government bodies for support to construct an irrigation 

system to these paddies. In addition, up until that project, the village had not been allowed access 

to electricity even though all the other villages in the area already had electricity. However, 

because the new fishery ponds required electricity, they provided a means by which MKL could 

access electricity.  

 The construction of the new trout fishery in MKL has resulted in competition for water 

between the fishery ponds project and the upstream rice paddies. Specifically, the water usage 

rates of water for paddy irrigation from the fishery canal system preclude running the fishery at 

full capacity during the rainy season, rendering it unprofitable. This suggests the need for a NRM 

model development plan like that depicted in Figure 3.6, below. Community members and the 

organizations managing the trout fishery project need a means to assess the water requirements 

of both applications. This will make it possible to determine the best means by which to meet 

those requirements.  
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Figure 3.6: Baan Mae Klang Luang NRM problem definition summarized in the ComMod UML 
class diagram template layout 

 

 

3.5 DISCUSSION 

 
These results indicate that management strategies recommended by an NRM model are highly 

dependent on the problem definition prioritized, as models and their outputs will vary according 

to the selected entities, indicators and time steps. For example, although the Royal Forestry 

Department and members of the Baan Mae Klang Luang community are both concerned about 

maintaining water supplies, the scope of these concerns are very different, as seen in Figure 3.3 

and Figure 3.6. Specifically, the Royal Forestry Department expressed a need to manage water 

supply over a range of applications during the dry season, whereas Baan Mae Klang Luang 

villagers were interested in the allocation of water between one set of rice paddies and the trout 

fishery ponds during the wet season. Because of these differences in priorities, the outcomes of 
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these models would produce very different storage and distribution schemes. A wet season 

model may result in infrastructure recommendations that could help with dry season distribution 

problems. However, the dry season model is unlikely to recommend infrastructure that would be 

help wet season distribution problems because distribution capacity could be limited according to 

water availability.  

 Similarly, different NRM strategies would be recommended by models developed 

according to the different perspectives pertaining to pesticide use. In this case, a model 

developed based on the Royal Project Foundation priority of reducing contract crop pesticide 

residue levels (Figure 3.4) does not include open discussion with the farmers growing the crops, 

who stand to lose desirable contracts. This was seen in the Foundation‟s decision to move 

organic crop contracts out of the more easily accessed Bakinyaw (Karen) communities in favor 

of more remote villages because the difficulty of transporting chemicals into the agricultural 

areas is prohibitive of crops requiring high levels of pesticides. This has come as a hard blow to 

the farmers in the other Bakinyaw communities who want to practice organic methods, but 

currently lack the capital and marketing devices to do so without contracts. In contrast, a 

community-led initiative to assess land use practices to minimize the impacts of pesticide use 

according to the local Baan Khun Klang model development perspective (Figure 3.5) would 

allow for a much broader range of possible solutions to be negotiated, perhaps even in 

conjunction with the Foundation and their own conservation goals. 

 The significance of these results, however, is not limited to the differences amongst NRM 

strategy recommendations. Although models developed based on institutional priorities are 

valuable to officials of those organizations, they are unlikely to help, and may even exacerbate, 

the problems faced by the communities. For example, prioritizing dry season water distribution 

emphasizes the role of these communities in using what is perceived as a limited resource, 
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thereby contributing to tension between upstream and downstream users. In contrast, the rainy 

season problem is strictly a matter of infrastructure development. Furthermore, the communities 

involved may stand to lose their management authority over their water supplies or their 

contracts simply by discussing their NRM concerns.  

 The insecurity faced by community members in discussing their resource needs was 

demonstrated by their response to a master‟s degree student‟s research project, which included 

estimating household water use. In particular, the student‟s inquiries about water use for toilets 

and showers were not well received. In addition to the problems that anyone would have with 

accounting for variable water needs and estimating water flow rates, these villagers faced another 

awkward problem. As “hill-tribe” people, individuals living in these communities face 

stereotypes of being wild/forest people (in Thai kon baa) by those that are ethnically Thai. 

Estimates of water use that could be deemed too little for basic sanitation needs would play into 

this stereotype, whereas too much water use could be deemed wasteful. As well as needing to 

navigate this problem, villagers also faced concerns of losing control over their water supply. 

One villager stated, “There are rumors that they will build one central tank for all the houses and 

monitor the water leaving the tank.”  

 The significance of these results beyond the different NRM strategy recommendations is 

further understood by considering the context of power inequalities not only at the local scale but 

at the national scale as well. Forsyth and Walker (2008) define environmental narratives as: 

“simplified explanations of environmental cause and effect that emerge in contexts where 

environmental knowledge and social order are mutually dependent” (Forsyth & Walker, 2008).  

They further argue that Thailand is subject to environmental narratives that portray highland 

communities as primarily responsible for the environmental well-being of the country. The 

traditional agricultural practices of these communities are seen as either protecting or destroying 
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the environmental functions of watershed forests, which are perceived as crucial to preventing 

flooding, water shortages, erosion, and biodiversity loss. In these narratives, natural resource use 

in the highlands is attributed to communities, while government and development institutions are 

depicted as impartial and objective resource managers. 

 However, as the NRM problem perspectives described by each stakeholder group shows, 

government and development institutions in Doi Inthanon National Park have vested economic 

interests in how natural resources are allocated and used.  The implications of the role of these 

institutions as natural resource users are twofold. First, it shows that NRM problem perspectives 

can vary within the same stakeholder group depending on the scale at which the stakeholder is 

acting. The local perspectives of these groups, illustrated in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, do not 

reflect the national level priorities of maintaining forest cover and minimizing highland 

agricultural land use (Forsyth & Walker, 2008; Laungaramsri, 2000; Leepreecha, 2004; 

Ongsomwang, 2002). Second, despite national scale perspectives, it cannot be assumed that 

institutions act only as impartial and objective managers of environmental conservation and 

sustainable development. In addition to the political motivations of these institutions, the local 

problems defined by these groups for the Doi Inthanon area show that the economic viability of 

their projects and organizations depend on how natural resources are allocated. 

 The local perception of government and development institutions as natural resource 

users is particularly interesting when one considers that these groups have not been represented 

as such in models developed for the Northern Thai region (Becu et al., 2003; Ekasingh et al., 

2005; Letcher et al., 2006; Merrit et al., 2004; Perez et al., 2002; Scoccimarro et al., 1999; 

Barnaud et al., 2008a; Ruankaew et al., 2010; F. Bousquet et al., 2005; Lacombe et al., 2005; 

Naivinit, 2005; Ngamsomsuke et al., 2005; Promburom, 2005; Barnaud et al., 2008b; Becu et al., 

1998; Becu et al., 2006; Bousquet et al., 2007; Trebuil et al., 2003). The lack of models 
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representing institutions as resource users indicates a political slant to NRM modeling similar to 

that of mapping as described by Winichakul (1994) with significant implications about NRM 

modeling practices. First, taken as a group, these NRM models reinforce the overly simplified 

environmental narrative that only ethnic minority communities have economic interests tied to 

natural resource use in the highlands. Second, the local NRM needs of institutions such as the 

Royal Project Foundation and the Royal Forestry Department are not addressed by these models, 

and problems such as pesticide contamination of crops and tourist water allocation needs are not 

solved. Finally, the power disparities that are reinforced by not considering institutions as natural 

resource users may further discourage highland communities from expressing NRM problems as 

they conceive them. 

 

 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 
The results of this case study show that NRM problem definitions vary amongst stakeholder 

groups and that the selection of one problem definition in favor of another stands to influence 

NRM model recommendation outcomes. This is not meant to argue that one problem definition 

is superior to another, nor that an NRM model development program should try to incorporate 

every problem definition. Although these results indicate that the use of a local problem 

definition would probably facilitate local participation, locally defined problems may not account 

for larger scale issues. In addition, an attempt to include every problem definition may lead to 

NRM models that are overly complex, difficult to validate, and less transparent to the 

stakeholder groups. However, the results of this case study do indicate a need to account for the 

variation between stakeholder problem definitions in a model development program. 
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 Specifically, the choice of a problem definition may be understood to legitimize one 

perspective over another. Thus, the preference for one perspective stands to reinforce power 

disparities between stakeholders. The need for stakeholder groups to overcome or reinforce 

existing power differentials may result in politically motivated problem definitions that can 

obscure real NRM concerns. The local stakeholder group problem definitions contradict the 

contention of local community leaders that their communities do not experience NRM problems 

and highlight the lack of NRM models representing government and development institutions as 

resource users. These results emphasize the need for open and honest participation such that the 

problem definition selected is contextualized within the backdrop of other stakeholder concerns. 

Understanding the context of the problem definition and the overlaps and contradictions between 

priorities and concerns may lead to stakeholders exhibiting greater willingness to participate in 

model development and implement recommended management strategies.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

PESTICIDES: PRIORITIZING CONCERNS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF PESTICIDE 

USE WITHIN DOI INTHANON NATIONAL PARK 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
The use of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides in developing countries and their health and safety 

impacts are of increasing concern. Several studies promote better safety training for farmers in 

developing areas where pesticide exposure rates are high, but studies in Thailand have shown 

that the proper use of safety measures while applying pesticides has not resulted in decreased 

pesticide exposure rates. One possible explanation is the contamination of local food crops by 

pesticides being used in nearby cultivation areas; however, little research has been done on 

cross-crop pesticide contamination. Therefore, the research objective of this study was to explore 

the correlation between pesticide contamination of food crops and different spatial and non-

spatial factors. Data was collected on residual pesticide levels for each food crop grown for the 

Thai Royal Project Foundation in Doi Inthanon National Park, Chiang Mai, Thailand, from 2006 

through 2008. The data was collected to monitor crop conditions and provide quality assurance 

that crops being sold under the Royal Project brand were safe for consumption. The data was 

spatially correlated to high pesticide use areas by working with local farmers to specify field 

locations for each crop and identify flower cultivation areas during the three year period. Flower 

cultivation was of particular interest because preliminary interviews and surveys showed that 

flower cultivation used considerably more pesticides than any other agricultural activity in the 

area. The results of the pesticide contamination data analysis indicate the use of cholinesterase 

inhibiting pesticides directly on the tested crop is the most highly influential factor with respect 

to the detection of pesticide residue. However, this only explains 11 of 167 positive test results, 
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and proximity to flower cultivation areas was shown to result in a significantly higher average 

pesticide residue level. The results indicate that cross-crop pesticide contamination is occurring 

and may provide an alternate explanation to pesticide poisonings in the area other than poor 

pesticide application practices. Therefore, efforts to reduce exposure of local populations to 

contaminated food crops should focus on reducing direct application of pesticides to food crops 

and developing management plans with local communities to provide buffer zones between 

crops with high rates of pesticide use and food crops. 
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THAI ABSTRACT (บทคัดย่อ) 
 

ความห่วงใยต่อปัญหาสขุภาพและความปลอดภัยของประชากรของประเทศก าลงัพฒันาจากการใช้ยาปราบศตัรูชนิดที่
ประกอบด้วยสารเคมี cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides เพิ่มมากขึน้    งานวิจยัหลายชิน้ได้ สง่เสริมให้มีการ
ฝึกอบรมวิธีการเพื่อความปลอดภัยส าหรับชาวไร่ชาวนาที่มีโอกาสเสีย่งสงูที่จะสมัผสักบัสารเคมีที่เป็นพิษ ให้รู้จกัใช้ยาปราบ
ศตัรูพืชได้อย่างปลอดภัยมากย่ิงขึน้ แต่งานวิจยัในประเทศไทยกลบัพบว่า    การใช้ มาตรการเพื่อความปลอดภัยในขณะที่ใช้
ยาปราบศตัรูพืช    หาได้ท าให้การสมัผสักบัสารเคมีโดยตรงของชาวไร่  ชาวนาลดลงแต่อย่างใดไม่    ค าอธิบายที่น่าเป็นไปได้
ก็คือว่าพืชที่ใช้เป็นอาหารในท้องถ่ินเหลา่นัน้ถกูปนเปือ้น  ด้วยสารเคมีที่ใช้อยู่ในสวนเกษตรข้างเคียง    อย่างไรก็ตาม   มี
งานวิจยัน้อยชิน้มากที่ศกึษาถงึการปนเปือ้น  สารเคมีของพืชข้ามสายพนัธุ์ ด้วยเหตดุงักลา่ว    วตัถปุระสงค์ของการศกึษาวิจยั
ฉบบันีจ้งึเป็นการส ารวจความ  สมัพนัธ์กนัระหว่างการปนเปือ้นยาปราบศตัรูพืชของพืชที่ใช้เป็นอาหาร กบั ปัจจยัด้านพืน้ที่และ
ปัจจยัที่ไม่เชื่อม โยงกบัพืน้ที่   โดยการเก็บรวบรวมข้อมลูเก่ียวกบัระดบัของยาปราบศตัรูพืชที่ตกค้างอยู่ส าหรับพืชที่ใช้เป็น  

อาหารแต่ละชนิดที่เพาะปลกูให้กบัมลูนิธิโครงการหลวงในพืน้ที่ของอทุยานแห่งชาติดอยอินทนนท์     จงัหวดั เชียงใหม่ 
ประเทศไทย ในระหว่างปี พ.ศ. 2549 ถงึปี พ.ศ. 2551 มีการเก็บข้อมลูเพื่อติดตามสภาพ  ของพืชและ ในขณะเดียวกนัก็ให้
การรับประกนัคณุภาพ    ว่าพืชที่ใช้เป็นอาหารที่ขายโดยมีย่ีห้อโครงการหลวง  ติดอยู่นัน้    เป็นพืชที่ใช้เป็นอาหารที่ปลอด
สารพิษบริโภคได้โดยปลอดภัย   ข้อมลูเชิงพืน้ที่ดงักลา่วนัน้มีความ สมัพนัธ์กบั พืน้ที่ที่ใช้ยาปราบศตัรูพืชสงู   ทัง้นีร่้วมกบั
ชาวไร่ชาวนาในการระบพุืน้ที่ที่ปลกูพืชแต่ละชนิดและพืน้ที่เพาะปลกู  ไม้ดอกในช่วงระยะเวลาสามปี    การเพาะปลกูไม้ดอก
ได้รับความสนใจเป็นพิเศษเพราะเมื่อเร่ิมท าการสมัภาษณ์  และส ารวจในระยะแรกนัน้   ได้รับข้อมลูว่า การเพาะปลกูไม้ดอก
ต้องใช้ยาปราบศตัรูพืชมาก  กว่าการเพาะปลกู พืชใดๆในพืน้ที่    ผลจากการวิเคราะห์ข้อมลูในประเด็นการปนเปือ้นยาปราบ
ศตัรูพืชแสดงให้ เห็นถงึการใช้ ยาปราบศตัรูพืชชนิดที่ประกอบด้วยสารเคมี cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides 

โดยตรงต่อพืชที่ใช้ใน การทดสอบ   เป็นปัจจยัที่มีอิทธิพลมากที่สดุ   เพราะมีการตรวจพบการตกค้างของ  ยาปราบศตัรูพืช 
อย่างไรก็ ตาม   ข้อมลูที่ได้รับสามารถอธิบายผลการวิเคราะห์ที่เป็นบวกของการทดสอบ 11 ตวัอย่าง จากการทดสอบทัง้ 
หมด 167 ตวัย่างเท่านัน้และในกรณีที่แปลงพืชที่ท าการทดสอบอยู่ในบริเวณ  ใกล้เคียงกบัพืน้ที่เพาะปลกูไม้ดอก   ก็
ปรากฏผลจากการวิเคราะห์ว่าระดบัของการตกค้างของยาปราบศตัรู  พืชในพืชที่ใช้เป็นอาหารเหลา่นัน้อยู่ใน ระดบัสงูอย่างมี
นยัส าคญั   ผลของการวิจยัแสดงให้เห็นว่ามีการปนเปือ้น  ของยาปราบศตัรูพืชข้ามสายพนัธุ์    ซึง่อาจสามารถใช้เป็นเหตผุล
ในการอธิบายถงึความเป็นพิษของยาปราบศตัรูพืชในพืน้ที่แทนค าอธิบายอย่างง่ายๆว่าเป็นเพราะชาวไร่ชาวสวนไม่รู้จกั
วิธีการใช้ยาปราบศตัรูพืชอย่างถกูต้อง ดงันัน้ ความพยายามที่จะลดโอกาส  เสีย่งของประชาชนในพืน้ที่ในการบริโภคพืชที่ใช้
เป็นอาหารที่ ปนเปือ้นยาปราบศตัรูพืช จงึควรมีเป้าหมายอยู่ที่  การลดอตัราการใช้ยาปราบศตัรูพืชโดยตรงต่อพืชที่ใช้  เป็น
อาหาร และพร้อมกนันัน้ก็จดัให้มีการพฒันาแผน  การบริหารจดัการร่วมกบัชมุชนท้องถ่ิน เพื่อจดัให้มีพืน้ที่กัน้  กลางเพื่อความ
ปลอดภัย ระหว่างพืน้ที่ส าหรับปลกู พืชที่จ าเป็นต้องใช้ยาปราบศตัรูพืชในอตัราสงู กบัพืน้ที่ที่ใช้ปลกูพืชที่ใช้เป็นอาหาร  
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The use of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides in developing countries is leading to health 

problems among agricultural workers (Ciglasch et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2007; Kahl et al., 2008; 

Kunstadter, 2007; Panuwet et al., 2009). Cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides are part of the 

organophosphate and carbamate pesticide families. These pesticides disrupt the nervous system 

processes of insects and vertebrates by preventing the cholinesterase enzyme from breaking 

down acetylcholine, the chemical used by the body to send signals for movement between nerves 

and muscles. The buildup of acetylcholine in humans is associated with many symptoms 

including weakness, nausea, muscle twitching, paralyzed breathing, and, in severe cases, death. 

Several studies have shown evidence of cholinesterase inhibition in small holder agricultural 

communities and workers in developing areas (Kunstadter et al., 2007; Leilanie Lu, 2005; 

McKinlay, Plant et al., 2008; Moreno-Banda et al., 2009).  

 Although health problems related to cholinesterase inhibiting pesticide use among 

farmers and agricultural workers are typically attributed to unsafe application practices, this may 

not be the sole cause of exposure. Many studies on pesticide exposure have focused on assessing 

the knowledge and application practices of farmers (Hurtig et al., 2003; Ibitayo, 2006; Mekonnen 

& Agonafir, 2002; Plianbangchang et al., 2009; Recena et al., 2006; Salameh et al., 2004; 

Schilmann et al., 2010; Yassin et al., 2002). These studies have reported that agricultural workers 

do not follow the recommended safety procedures when mixing, applying, and disposing of 

pesticides. However, further research has indicated that following recommended application 

safety practices have not, in fact, significantly decreased exposure (Kunstadter et al., 2007; 

Plianbangchang et al., 2009). Thus, it cannot be assumed that exposure is only dependent on the 

misuse of pesticides, and it is therefore necessary to account for other possible pathways of 

exposure. 
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 In Doi Inthanon National Park (hereafter referred to as the Park), located in the Northern 

Thai province of Chiang Mai (Figure 4.1), interviews with local community members and 

extension officers indicated concern over one such alternate exposure route (see Chapter 3). 

Specifically, there is a general consensus that the pesticides used to grow flowers in these 

villages are contaminating food crops. However, little has been done to verify these concerns or 

determine the transport mechanisms by which this cross-crop contamination may be taking 

place. This is particularly problematic in situations, like that in the Park, where limited 

landholdings require close inter-cultivation of crops with different pesticide requirements. 

Therefore, the research objective of this study was to determine the extent of cross-crop pesticide 

contamination within a local context and explore possible primary transport mechanisms. The 

significance of these trends extend as global development projects work to increase agricultural 

intensification measures to expand consumer markets, provide food for growing populations, and 

reduce agricultural land requirements to meet environmental conservation goals.  
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4.2 DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH SITE 

 
Doi Inthanon National Park, shown in Figure 4.1, was established in the Chiang Mai Province of 

Thailand in 1954 and expanded in 1972. The area encompasses several distinct ecological 

regions, some of which are unique in Thailand (Lykke & Barford, 2000). This diversity is largely 

attributed to its range in altitude, as it encompasses Thailand‟s highest peak, which rises from 

800 meters to 2565 meters over a total area of approximately 480km
2
. This variation in altitude 

provides the conditions necessary to serve several ecosystem types including dry and mixed 

deciduous forests, dry evergreen forest, montane forest, and peat bogs (Lykke & Barford, 2000). 

The Park also contains communities representing both the Hmong and Bakinyaw (commonly 

referred to as Karen) ethnic minority groups. The area experiences a monsoonal climate with a 

distinct wet season, typically starting in mid-May and running through October. This research 

focused on an approximately 40 km
2
 area along the southeastern slope of Doi Inthanon, ranging 

in elevation from 800-1,800m, where the soil is primarily slightly acidic with a sandy surface (0-

5cm) and clay subsurface (20-25cm) (Sahunalu et al., 1999).  

 Agriculture serves as the primary occupation of those residing in the villages in DINP, 

and irrigation water is available to most farmers through individual and community systems that 

transport stream water to cultivation areas. Baan Khun Klang (BKK), a Hmong village with a 

population of approximately 1500 people, was established approximately 100 years ago. The 

majority of farmers in BKK grow flowers, which are highly profitable and provide a continuous 

source of income for two years after their initial planting (Figure 4.2). The remaining villages, 

shown in Figure 4.1, are Bakinyaw of approximately 250-500 people each, and were established 

over 200 years ago. These communities‟ agricultural practices focus on wet paddy rice 

cultivation during the rainy season (Figure 4.2), although flower cultivation is becoming more 

common in these villages.  
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Figure 4.1: Location of Doi Inthanon National Park within Thailand, and the location of the 
focus communities, extent of land parcels, and TRPF contract field locations within the park 
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Figure 4.2: Flower cultivation greenhouses in Baan Khun Klang and wet rice paddies in Baan 
Mae Klang Luang 
 
 The Thai Royal Project Foundation (hereafter referred to as the Foundation) is a public 

organization and one of the most prominent groups running development projects in the Park 

area. The Foundation was established by the Thai Royal Family to support the eradication opium 

poppy cultivation, increase the sustainability of agricultural methods used in montane Thailand, 

and increase Thai border security by further integrating hill dwelling ethnic minorities into Thai 

society. Currently, the Foundation operations are focused on facilitating agricultural research, 

extension, and marketing efforts through 37 research and extension stations in the Northern Thai 

highland area. The Foundation efforts in the Park have introduced many alternative products to 

the area, including: exotic fruits, vegetables and herbs (hydroponic lettuces, peaches, fennel…); 

exotic animal species (pheasants, rainbow trout…); and exotic flowers (chrysanthemums, 

gerbera…). Community members within the Foundation extension area undertake contract 

cropping with the Foundation to sell fruits, vegetables, and other products under the Doi Kham 

brand name. If the crops produced meet the required quality standards then they are bought at the 

pre-agreed upon rate, packaged, distributed and sold by the Foundation. 

 Interviews to determine natural resource management concerns were conducted with key 
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informants and local villagers from the Baan Khun Klang area down through the watershed 

system and outside the park into the Chom Thong area. The interview results indicated common 

concerns about the effects of the pesticides being used on chrysanthemum flower cultivation on 

the health of local community members and the consumers of produce from the area (see 

Chapter 3). Introduced by the Foundation over forty years ago, chrysanthemum cultivation is 

currently the main source of income for many families in Baan Khun Klang, and is becoming 

more wide spread in the other villages. The flowers are grown in two meter wide greenhouse 

structures covered in plastic sheeting (see Figure 4.2 and 4.3). These flower cultivation 

techniques are now largely pursued on an independent basis because they provide a relatively 

stable and continuous source of income.  

    
 

Figure 4.3: Field used for cultivation of TRPF contract crops (left) and flower cultivation 
greenhouse directly next to sayote vine planted for subsistence needs (right) 

 
 Interviews indicated that chrysanthemums require heavier use of cholinesterase inhibiting 

pesticides than other crop types. Data stored by the Foundation on pesticide use for contract 

crops showed only 47 applications of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides on contract crops 

between 2006 and 2008 (Tanakwang, 2008). In contrast, the results of a pesticide use survey 

conducted in 2007 indicated that farmers growing chrysanthemums are typically using no less 

than 8 applications, and in some cases up to 24 applications, of cholinesterase inhibiting 
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pesticides in a four month period (Watjananun, 2007). Although this data does not provide 

absolute values for the amounts used in each application it largely substantiates the general 

consensus that cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides are used more for chrysanthemum cultivation 

than other crops.  

 The pesticide exposure of those living in the Park has been attributed to the expanding 

cultivation of chrysanthemums, but the reason for this is thought to be cross-crop contamination 

rather than unsafe application practices. Data collected by the local health clinic showed a 

greater incidence of cholinesterase inhibition in blood samples of people living in Baan Khun 

Klang than those living in other communities in the Park (Dr. K. Cheprengprai, personal 

communication, August 8, 2008). Interviews with Foundation extension officers and local 

community members indicated that Baan Khun Klang also has the highest prevalence of 

chrysanthemum cultivation. However, the pesticide residue detected on crops with little or no 

pesticide applications and the general consensus that villagers are very aware of the dangers of 

pesticide use and therefore follow application safety procedures indicates that cross-crop 

contamination may be a real concern. In fact, the Foundation will refuse to give a farmer a 

contract if flower cultivation is determined to be too close to the proposed site for growing the 

contract crop as determined at the discretion of the Foundation extension agents. This indicates a 

significant concern because walk through surveys of flower cultivation areas showed that 

farmers are planting food for home use directly next to and between the flower cultivation areas, 

whereas the TRPF contract crops are planted in independent cropping areas (see Figure 4.3).  
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4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
The evaluation of the extent of cross-crop contamination and likely transport mechanisms was 

conducted primarily based on a contract crop residue database compiled by the Thai Royal 

Project Foundation (the Foundation). The data in the contract crop residue database was 

collected as part of the Foundation pesticide safety quality control program. In addition to 

measuring the level of pesticides on samples of produce from each contract crop, the database 

provides a crop history that includes the harvest and sampling dates, the species of the crop, and 

the dates and types of pesticides and fertilizers applied (Tanakwang, 2008). This data, 

supplemented with spatial details on contract crop and flower field locations, provided the details 

necessary to analyze the non-spatial and spatial factors affecting the likelihood of crop pesticide 

contamination. A summary of these methods is given in Table 4.1, below. 

Table 4.1: Summary of methods and data used 

 Non-Spatial Factors Spatial Factors 

Primary 
Concerns 

 Pesticides used,  

 species of crop grown, 

 day of week sample taken, 

 and harvest date. 

 Nearest distance from contract parcel to 
flower parcel,  

 percent area of flower parcels in contract 
parcel watershed area,  

 and percent area of flower parcels in 
contract parcel buffer area. 

Data 
Source/ 
Collection 

Interviews and Foundation 
pesticide quality control data. 

Interviews, Agricultural Land Reform Survey 
land parcel designation, site walk through, and 
the Foundation pesticide quality control data. 

Software Excel/Access Excel/Access/ArcView/PC Geomatica 

Analysis ANOVA ANOVA 

 
 
 The pesticide residue data was collected by Foundation extension agents using the GT 

Pesticide Test Kit, which gives a colorimetric reaction to the presence of cholinesterase 

inhibiting compounds in a sample of ground-up fruit or vegetable (GT Trading, 2004). The 

pesticide residue levels are reported on a scale of 0 to 5, corresponding to varying levels of 

different types of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides as shown in Table 4.2, below. All other 
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data was recorded by the extension officers as part of the contract data for each crop. The data 

was originally in hard-copy form, which was entered into Microsoft Excel and translated from 

Thai to English. A Microsoft Access database was developed on a crop basis, where each crop 

represents of one harvest of the same species from the same land parcel as shown in Figure 4.4.  

 
Table 4.2: GT Pesticide Test Kit residue levels detected according to actual concentrations of 
pesticides (Waknapaap, 2006) 

      GT test kit values at pesticide residue level in mg/kg 

 
MRL* 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 

carbaryl 5 - - +1 +1 +2 +2 +3 +3 +5 

carbofuran 0.1 - +1 +2 +3 +4 +4 +5 +5 +5 

methomyl 5 - - - - +1 +1 +2 +3 +5 

monocrotophos 0.2 - - +1 +2 +3 +4 +4 +5 +5 

profenofos 0.5 - - +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +5 +5 

trichlorfon 0.1 - - +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +5 +5 

  *Maximum Residue Limit             

 

 

Figure 4.4: Microsoft Access relationship chart for pesticide residue database, correlating spatial 
and non-spatial data according to Crop ID number 
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4.3.1 Non-Spatial Factor Analysis 

 
Analysis on factors that might affect pesticide residue detection on a crop (other than proximity 

to flower cultivation) was conducted according to concerns expressed by Foundation agents and 

local farmers (Table 4.1). The highest residue level detected for each crop was extracted from the 

database to test the influence of the pesticides used on a crop and the species of the crop. The 

entire dataset was used to analyze the effects of the day of the week a sample was taken and the 

crop harvest date. Each factor was grouped into appropriate sub-categories and a single factor 

ANOVA test was run on each to determine if any significant differences exists between the sub-

categories. If significant differences were found, subsequent analyses were based on a revised 

database set. For example, the use of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides on a crop was shown to 

significantly increase the likelihood of pesticide residue detection, and, therefore, pesticide 

residue results for these crops were not used in subsequent non-spatial or spatial factor analyses. 

 Each of the non-spatial factors identified were grouped into sub-categories according to 

concerns identified in interviews with Foundation extension agents and local farmers. Despite 

the monitoring of pesticide applications for proper use, concern was expressed that the use of a 

cholinesterase inhibiting pesticide on a crop increased the likelihood of cholinesterase inhibition 

detected. Therefore, pesticide applications were sub-categorized according to cholinesterase 

inhibition characteristics by first translating the name of the pesticide used from Thai into 

English and identifying its active ingredients. Crops were also sub-categorized by species to see 

if plant physiological factors increase the likelihood of pesticide detection. Further interest was 

expressed in the day of the week a sample was taken because farmers typically apply pesticides 

in their chrysanthemum cultivation areas on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Finally, harvest dates 

were categorized according to year, season, and month. 
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4.3.2 Spatial Factor Analysis 

 
The effects of spatial factors related to chrysanthemum cultivation proximity on a crop‟s 

maximum detected pesticide residue level were analyzed as summarized in Table 4.1. First, it 

was necessary to link the pesticide residue database to a Geographic Information System (GIS) 

database of the area. This was accomplished by using the contract identification numbers to 

identify the names of the farmer responsible for each contract crop and then linking that to a 

landownership GIS file developed for the Highland Research and Development Institute (public 

organization) by the Agricultural Land Reform Office in 2004 through on site surveying. This 

data was provided by the Foundation and substantiated by the local farmers. The correct spatial 

interpretation of the pesticide residue database was further confirmed through informal review by 

Foundation extension officers and the farmers. Specifically, farmers and extension officers were 

asked to confirm land holdings and the locations of fields used for growing contract crops using 

the land ownership database and aerial photos of the study area taken by the Land Development 

Department in 2002 at a 1:4,000 scale. The flower field locations for 2006, 2007, and 2008 were 

also identified using a combination of visual identification on these aerial photos, consultation 

with community members, and GPS data point collection.  

 The TRPF contract crop and the flower crop GIS databases, as well as a digital elevation 

model (DEM) of the research area, resulted in a database through which a number of spatial 

factors could be extracted. Of particular interest for correlation evaluation was the distance 

between the contract field and the closest flower field, the density of flower fields within a given 

radius from the contract field, and the density of the flower fields within the contract field‟s 

contributing watershed area. All data extraction from the GIS database was done using the PCI 

Geomatica GIS database analysis software. Data was geo-referenced to the World Geodetic 

System 1984 (WGS84) coordinate system using the 47 North projection zone and the Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) datum. The DEM was constructed by converting a contour map 

(contour lines at two meter intervals) provided by the Foundation of the research area. Parcel 

data was then stored as vector data in shape format with a primary key set for each parcel to be 

identified with a unique number.  The contract fields were located within this data set and 

extracted and stored in a new shape file. Attribute data was created for each parcel, including 

specifications as to whether flowers had been grown in that parcel for 2006, 2007 and 2008. 

 The nearest distance values were then extracted from this GIS using basic PCI Geomatica 

GIS data analysis functions. The distance between the contract field and the closest flower field 

was found by measuring the distance from the center of the contract field to the center point of 

the closest flower field. This was accomplished by locating the contract fields and identifying 

their centroid. An additional centroid file was then developed for the flower field locations of 

each year. These centroid points were used as the basis to calculate the shortest distance between 

a contract parcel and a flower parcel. For contract crops grown in a field also used for growing 

flowers, a closest distance of zero was used. This data was then used to develop a scatter plot to 

show the extent of relationship between proximity of flower cultivation to the contract field and 

maximum pesticide residue detection level for each crop by entering the data into the Access 

database shown in Figure 4.4. Finally, an ANOVA analysis was run to substantiate the difference 

in detection levels for crops grown in areas with differences in flower cultivation proximity. 

 The density of flower fields within a given radius from the contract field was determined 

by setting a buffer zone around contract fields with radii: 10m, 50m, 100m and 200m. Each 

buffer file was created from the contract shape file, which were then overlayed onto the parcel 

map to extract the area of each parcel encompassed by the buffer area. This data was then 

imported into the Access database (Figure 4.4), which tracks the unique parcel identification 

numbers and the presence of flower cultivation within each of the parcels for 2006 to 2008. 
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Thus, changes in the flower cultivation database could be changed without necessitating a 

recalculation of the percent areas using the GIS database. An Access query was then used to 

determine the fraction of flower cultivation areas within the respective contract field buffer 

zones. This data was used to develop a scatter plot to show the extent of relationship between the 

fraction of flower cultivation within the buffer area and the maximum pesticide residue detection 

level for each crop. Finally, an ANOVA analysis was run to substantiate the difference in 

detection levels for crops grown in areas with different flower cultivation prevalence.  

 The density of flower fields within the contract field‟s contributing watershed area 

required more specialized analysis of the Doi Inthanon area digital elevation model. Specifically, 

the threshold function was used to determine the smallest possible watershed areas within the 

study site. The contributing watershed areas for each contract field were then manually digitized 

from the lowest point in that parcel to the place indicated by the contour line that the slope 

direction changes. These areas were then converted into shape files with the associated parcel 

identification number and then overlaid on the field location maps. The fraction of each field 

with its associated parcel identification number within each watershed was then extracted. 

Similarly to the buffer area data, the watershed area data was imported into Access and the 

fraction of flower cultivation within the watershed area was calculated. This data was then used 

to develop a scatter plot to show the extent of relationship between the percent of flower 

cultivation within the parcel watershed and the maximum pesticide residue detection level for 

each crop. Finally, an ANOVA analysis was run to substantiate the difference in detection levels 

for crops grown in areas with different flower cultivation prevalence. 
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4.4 RESULTS 

 
Local farmers and extension agents provided the locations of flower cultivation areas and the 

Thai Royal Project Foundation (the Foundation) contract crop cultivation areas for 2006, 2007, 

and 2008. A map summarizing this data for 2006, showing the maximum pesticide residue for 

each field used for the Foundation contract crop cultivation can be viewed in Figure 4.5, below. 

This gives a basic summary of the data used to complete the non-spatial and spatial factor 

analysis. This map also provides a general idea of the extent of flower cultivation in this area.  

 

Figure 4.5: Map summarizing flower field location and maximum pesticide residue detected in 
each contract crop field (from 0 for not detected to 5 for extreme level of cholinesterase 
inhibition) for 2006 
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4.4.1 Non-Spatial Factor Analysis 

 
The non-spatial factor analysis of the Foundation pesticide residue database showed that the 

detection of pesticide residue on a Foundation contract crop with a recorded use of cholinesterase 

inhibiting pesticides was significantly higher than that for a crop where no cholinesterase 

inhibiting pesticide had been recorded as used, as shown in Table 4.3. A total of 17 crops were 

recorded as having used cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides resulting in an average pesticide 

detection level of 1.9 on the 0 to 5 scale. Of the remaining 738 crops, the average maximum 

pesticide level was 0.3, and the ANOVA test found these two values to be significantly different 

with 99% certainty. However, it should be noted that the use of these pesticides directly on the 

contract crop only accounts for 11 of 167 detectable pesticide residue results in the data set. It is, 

therefore, to be expected that there is another source causing this contamination. Finally, the 

detection of cholinesterase inhibition in situations where the use of a cholinesterase inhibiting 

pesticide was used on the crop should not be considered significant when testing other non-

spatial or spatial factors and therefore these results were filtered from the database before other 

analyses were conducted. 

 

Table 4.3: Use of a cholinesterase inhibiting pesticide ANOVA analysis results summary 

Pesticides Used 
# of 

Crops 

Average 
Level of 

Pesticide 
Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

No Cholinesterase Inhibitor 738 0.31 0.53 68.21 6.6E-16 6.67 
Cholinesterase Inhibitor 
Used 17 1.88 3.99       

 

 Crop species was also found to result in a significant difference between average 

pesticide residue levels detected, as shown in Table 4.4. First, broccoli had an average detected 

residue of 1.6 on the 0 to 5 scale. However, gas chromatography analysis of broccoli pesticide 
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residue by the Foundation have shown that GT test results are inaccurate for this crop, and 

therefore, all broccoli crops were filtered from the data before further analyses were performed 

(C. Phanawong, personal communication, July 5, 2011). Further ANOVA analyses run on 

different groups of crop species showed no significant difference between pesticide residue 

levels detected within the following groups: tomatoes, cherry tomatoes, and vegetables 

(including cabbage, celery, chili peppers, Japanese onions, and zucchini). Fennel had an average 

pesticide residue limit of 0.05, vegetables had a 0.4 average pesticide residue limit, tomatoes 

averaged 0.3, and a 0.1 average was found for cherry tomatoes. The overall ANOVA analysis 

indicates these results to be significantly different with 99% certainty.  

 

Table 4.4: Crop species ANOVA analysis results summary 

Species of Crop 
# of 

Crops 

Average Level of 
Pesticide 
Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

fennel 104 0.05 0.07 13.42 1.57E-08 3.81 
vegetables 376 0.46 0.80 

   tomatoes 101 0.28 0.62 
   cherry tomatoes 144 0.10 0.18       

 
 
 The day of the week a sample was taken also showed a strong effect, as seen in Table 4.5. 

Specifically, samples tested on Sunday and Tuesday showed an average residue detection of 0.4, 

whereas Thursday had an average of 0.3, Friday had an average of 0.2, and Monday, 

Wednesday, and Saturday had averages of 0.1. The ANOVA analysis indicated the differences 

among days to be significant to a 99% certainty. These results were not as expected according to 

the concerns expressed by Foundation extension agents and local farmers. Farmers had indicated 

that they typically apply pesticides to the flower crops on Wednesday and Saturday, and day of 

the week was checked for spikes in residue around these days. Instead, the data indicated that the 

days with the lowest rates of pesticide detection were the days with the highest rate of testing.  
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Table 4.5: Day of the week ANOVA analysis results summary 

Day of the 
Week 

# of 
Crops 

Average 
Level of 

Pesticide 
Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

Sunday 112 0.37 1.10 9.56 
1.86E-

10 2.81 
Monday 850 0.15 0.33 

   Tuesday 220 0.36 0.76 
   Wednesday 934 0.12 0.25 
   Thursday 168 0.29 0.50 
   Friday 276 0.22 0.44 
   Saturday 1005 0.13 0.25       

 
 
 Further interviews with Foundation extension agents indicated that these differences are 

attributable to how samples of produce are taken on different days of the week. The Foundation 

extension officers responsible for the tests indicated that Monday, Wednesday and Saturday are 

the days the Foundation receives shipments of crates of produce from the contract farmers. The 

tests run from these shipments are typically random samples taken from the crates and these tests 

made up 78% of the tests run from 2006 through 2008. In contrast, the tests run on the other days 

are not random samples, but instead are taken by Foundation extension officer directly from the 

field where the contract crop is cultivated. This provides the officer the opportunity to take 

samples from areas that seem particularly likely to have pesticide contamination from nearby 

fields, which is typically any area that is particularly close to a chrysanthemum field. Therefore, 

the data was sorted by day of the week for the rest of the non-spatial and spatial factors analyzed. 

The randomized results for Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays were used to test temporal 

trends, whereas the more spatially specific results collected during the remainder of the week 

were used to conduct the spatial factor analysis. 

 The temporal trends according to the date the crop was harvested was shown to be more 
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as expected according to the concerns expressed by Foundation extension agents and local 

farmers. Farmers indicated a need to use more pesticides during the dry season, and it was 

generally thought by local stakeholders that there would be spikes in the dry season and/or a 

spike in May and June when the rainy season starts. This is seen most clearly in the ANOVA 

analysis of the difference in pesticide levels between months, shown in Table 4.6. Specifically, 

the data shows higher averages as the cool/dry season progresses into January, and spiking at the 

onset of the rainy season in May and June. 

 

Table 4.6: Month ANOVA analysis results summary 

Month 
# of 

Crops 

Average 
Level of 

Pesticide 
Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

January 306 0.14 0.25 2.96 6.56E-04 2.25 

February 294 0.17 0.22 
   March 410 0.17 0.45 
   April 262 0.14 0.21 
   May 222 0.26 0.66 
   June 343 0.19 0.42 
   July 294 0.14 0.37 
   August 232 0.07 0.12 
   September 240 0.07 0.11 
   October 159 0.08 0.15 
   November 161 0.04 0.04 
   December 142 0.09 0.11       

 

 Of further interest, ANOVA analysis on the differences in pesticide levels detected in 

2006, 2007, and 2008 showed a significant decrease in pesticide contamination of contract crops, 

as shown in Table 4.7. Specifically, 2006 showed an average pesticide detection level of 0.24, 

whereas 2007 and 2008 were 0.09 and 0.14, respectively. The ANOVA analysis indicated these 

differences among days tested to be significant to a 99% certainty. There are two likely 

explanations for this trend. First, interviews with Foundation extension officers found that 
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contract assignments were being made explicitly with the location of contract field proximity to 

chrysanthemum flower cultivation areas in mind. Second, as farmers had to adjust to the new 

crop pesticide safety quality control standards, they may have been changing their pesticide 

application practices: if nothing else, cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides were recorded as being 

used on a contract crop only once after 2006. 

 
Table 4.7: Year ANOVA analysis results summary 

Year 
# of 

Crops 

Average 
Level of 

Pesticide 
Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

2006 1631 0.24 0.57 25.72 8.13E-12 3.00 

2007 1284 0.09 0.11 
   2008 637 0.14 0.28       

 

 

4.4.2 Spatial Factor Analysis 

 
The spatial factor analysis results show that the strongest relationship between flower cultivation 

proximity/prevalence and the average level of pesticide residue detection was with the nearest 

distance value. This indicates that simple proximity is more significant than the prevalence of 

chrysanthemum cultivation in the area, and that water transport processes may be less significant 

than other transport processes. Noise in the spatial factor analysis data is the result of a lack of 

specificity regarding the location and extent of flower cultivation coverage within a specified 

parcel. This is because the understanding of parcels identified as “flower” or “non-flower” were 

attributed to the entire landownership space. Therefore, in instances where cultivation of flowers 

within a parcel space was minimal, the entire area was still attributed as “flower”, and thus these 

values will be over-estimated. In addition, it is important to remember that any detection is worst 

case scenario and therefore there is a strong prevalence of non-detection. 
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 Pesticide residue levels show significant variation over the measure of distance from the 

contract crop to the closest flower parcel, in meters, as seen in Figure 4.6. The nearest distance 

was found using parcel centroids as shown the map given in Figure 4.7. For the ANOVA 

analysis, the results were grouped into three sets of nearest distance divisions: 0m and greater 

than12m; 0-12m and greater than 52m; and 0-75 and greater than 75m. The results of the 

ANOVA analysis found the greatest difference in average between the 0-12m and greater than 

52m division (0.42 and 0.09, respectively) significant at 99% certainty, as shown in Table 4.8.  

Unfortunately, the gap in this data set is necessary because the data available for spatial analysis 

did not indicate any nearest distances between 12 and 52m. Therefore, although it might be 

possible that a nearest distance closer than 52m might also exhibit less pesticide contamination 

than those within 12m of a chrysanthemum cultivation area, data limitations preclude further 

more exact conclusions. 

 
Figure 4.6: Nearest distance between contract crop and a flower cultivation parcel and the 
residue level detected on the contract crop 
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Figure 4.7: Sample map showing centroid locations and nearest distance lines of contract crop 
and a flower cultivation area for 2008 
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Table 4.8: Nearest distance ANOVA analysis results summary 

Nearest Distance 
# of 

Crops 

Average Level 
of Pesticide 

Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

0-12m 171 0.42 0.92 11.75 7.00E-04 6.73 

>50m 109 0.09 0.14 
    

 The buffer percent area results were less predictive of pesticide residue test results than 

the nearest distance. The clearest differentiation was seen in the results for the 200m buffer zone, 

as shown in Figure 4.8, below. The buffer area was given by creating buffer zones of 10m, 50m, 

100m, and 200m around the contract area and calculating the percentage of the area made up of 

flower cultivation parcels. A segment of the map resulting from the creation of the 200m buffer 

zone can be seen in Figure 4.9. An ANOVA analysis was run for each set of buffer data with a 

split between 0 and greater than 0.2 fraction of chrysanthemum flower cultivation area in the 

buffer zone. Only the 200m buffer zone showed a significant difference in these results at 99% 

certainty, as shown in Table 4.9. 

 
 

 

Figure 4.8: Fraction of flower cultivation area in 200m buffer zone and the residue level detected 
on the contract crop 
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Figure 4.9: Sample map showing extent of flower cultivation within the 200m buffer radius 
around contract crop land parcels for 2008 
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Table 4.9: 200m buffer zone ANOVA analysis results summary 

Fraction of Flower 
Cultivation Area 

within Buffer Zone 
# of 

Crops 

Average Level 
of Pesticide 

Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

0-0.2 97 0.13 0.14 8.62 3.64E-03 6.74 

>0.2 151 0.45 1.04 
    

 The watershed percent area results were even less descriptive of the pesticide residue test 

results, as shown in Figure 4.10. In this case, the residue result levels were plotted against the 

percent of flower cultivation within the watershed area for each contract crop parcel, as seen in 

Figure 4.11. The average level of pesticide residue is actually shown to be slightly higher in 

areas with less flower cultivation in the watershed area, as shown in Table 4.10. However, the 

ANOVA analysis found no significant difference between these values. It is likely that this 

difference is due to the fact that contract fields in Baan Khun Klang are upstream of more flower 

cultivation areas because of their overall higher elevation than the contract fields of the other 

communities. 

 
 

Figure 4.10: Fraction of contract crop watershed composed of flower cultivation area and the 
residue level detected on the contract crop 
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Figure 4.11: Sample map showing extent of flower cultivation within watershed of contract crop 
land parcels for 2008 
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Table 4.10: Watershed area ANOVA analysis results summary 

Fraction of 
Flower 

Cultivation Area 
within Watershed 

# of 
Crops 

Average 
Level of 

Pesticide 
Detected Variance F P-value F crit 

0-0.2 71 0.45 0.91 0.36 0.55 3.89 

>0.2 125 0.37 0.83 
    

 
 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

 
The results of this study substantiate the concerns that human exposure to cholinesterase 

inhibiting pesticides may be due to reasons other than improper pesticide application processes. 

First, in the cases where cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides were recorded as used directly on a 

contract crop, the residue results indicated significantly higher pesticide residue levels (see Table 

4.3). This may seem to be stating the obvious, but it does have significant implications with 

respect to the health impacts of pesticide use in the research area. Because subsistence crops are 

being grown between flower fields as shown in Figure 4.3, it may be that these pesticides are 

unintentionally applied to food crops. If these farmers believe that as long they are using the 

pesticides as indicated they do not need to worry about residue levels, they may have a false 

sense of security. This is because, if it is assumed that the farmers and extension officers have 

recorded the application rates and methods accurately, then the use of these pesticides according 

to the Foundation regulations and industry standards should not have resulted in significantly 

higher pesticide residue detection. In addition, the use of these pesticides directly on the contract 

crop only accounts for 11 of 167 detectable pesticide residue results in the data set. It is, 

therefore, to be expected that there is another source causing this contamination. 

 Specifically, the results of the other non-spatial and spatial factors analyzed for this study 

substantiate the concerns that human exposure to cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides may be 
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occurring due to food crop pesticide contamination via cross field contamination with 

chrysanthemum cultivation areas. First, the different sampling methods employed on different 

days of the week showed that samples taken with proximity to flower cultivation areas in mind 

showed significantly greater levels of pesticide contamination, as shown in Table 4.5. Also, there 

was a significant difference between the average residue levels detected associated with each 

year, as seen in Table 4.7. It is likely that the decrease in the pesticide residue levels detected 

between years can be attributed to the establishment of the quality control check and the 

resulting changes in contract crop cultivation techniques and areas through both individual 

farmer and extension officer activities.  

 This analysis, does not, however, support the hypothesis that cross-crop pesticide 

contamination is occurring because of water transport mechanisms. First, the average pesticide 

residue level was shown to decrease slightly (although not significantly) as the fraction of flower 

cultivation area within the contract crop field watershed increased, as seen in Table 4.10. The 

decrease in pesticide level is probably attributable to more flower cultivation area in the 

watersheds of downstream communities that are not actually in close proximity to the flower 

cultivation areas themselves. In addition, the month of harvest date showed the highest level of 

average pesticide level detected in May, the last month of the dry season, as seen in Table 4.6. 

Farmers indicated a need to use more pesticides during the dry season, and that spike of usage is 

seen before water transport can play a role with the start of the rainy season. Therefore, these 

results indicate that the proximity of flowers nearby a food crop is more significant than whether 

those flowers are upstream or downstream of that crop. 

 However, another interesting result independent of proximity to flower cultivation should 

also be further investigated. Specifically, vegetables had a much higher average detected residue 

level than tomatoes or fennel, as seen in Table 4.4. However, no research exists to understand 
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this difference, nor is there data on the average pesticide residue detection levels of local crops 

such as sayote (Figure 4.3) grown to meet subsistence needs. This indicates the need to 

determine clearly the reason for the vegetables‟ high rate of residue detection and evaluate the 

local subsistence crops for similar attributes. 

 These results are particularly significant because walk through surveys of flower 

cultivation areas showed that farmers are planting food for home use directly next to and 

between the flower cultivation areas, whereas the Foundation contract crops are planted in 

independent cropping areas (see Figure 4.3). Thus, the exposure rate of the subsistence crops 

grown by the villagers to the pesticides applied to the flower crops are likely much higher than 

the exposure rates of the contract crops. It is also important to note that several of the pesticides 

used in this area were found to be listed as acutely toxic and/or carcinogenic but were not 

cholinesterase inhibitors. Thus, understanding how pesticides are moving in this area is as 

critical for the problems that are not detected by the tests, as well as for those that are. 

 

 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 
The results of this study indicate that the impacts of pesticide use in the Northern highlands of 

Thailand are not limited to its application area. Specifically, the crops planted by farmers in Doi 

Inthanon National Park on contract with the Thai Royal Project Foundation (the Foundation) are 

subject to contamination from nearby intensive pesticide use on crop such as chrysanthemums. 

In general, non-spatial factors have played a stronger role in the likelihood of detectable 

pesticide residue being present on Foundation contract crops. In particular, use of the pesticide 

directly on the crop increases the amount of residue detected on the crop considerably. The 

presence of residue on the contract crops where the farmer was known to use cholinesterase 
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inhibiting pesticide is significant because these pesticides were applied under conditions of strict 

monitoring and control, and thus, following prescribed application methods may provide a false 

sense of safety in this area with respect to the longevity of cholinesterase inhibiting pesticide on 

crops. In addition, pesticide residue levels were also shown to vary according to crop species 

tested and, therefore, it is important to understand the physiological characteristics of these crops 

that influence these detection rates in order to assess the safety of food crops being grown for 

local consumption. Furthermore, crops within a close proximity to chrysanthemum cultivation 

areas showed a significantly higher average pesticide residue level. Therefore, reducing the 

proximity of food crops to flower cultivation areas is critical for limiting human exposure to 

these chemicals. 

 The results of this study suggest that further research and planning with local 

communities should be conducted to minimize the pesticide exposure of the local populations. In 

particular, local subsistence crops may be much more susceptible to cross-crop pesticide 

contamination than Foundation contract crops. The need for greater interest in the safety of 

subsistence crops is great because Foundation contract crops are grown in a centralized 

cultivation area, which may or may not share a border with a flower cultivation area, whereas 

local subsistence crops are typically planted in the spaces between flower plots. Therefore, work 

should be done to encourage local understanding that cholinesterase inhibiting pesticides may 

not be safe for use on or near food crops, even when applied according to industry methods. In 

addition, the results of the spatial factor analysis should be shared with local community leaders 

and farmers to create management plans to help ensure local food safety. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECT ASSESSMENT 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Age: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Occupation: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Where are you from originally? 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
How long have you lived here? Why did you come here? 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What are your current responsibilities in the village? Have you had other responsibilities in the 
past? 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________
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Project: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Agency: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Year Started: _____________________  Year Ended: ________________________ 
 
Overall Assessment       
Good Bad 

 
Describe: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Support from Agency  
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Benefit to Agency       
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Benefit to Individual        
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Benefit to Community    
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Investment from Agency       
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Investment from Individual        
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Investment from Community    
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Land Requirements       
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Water Requirements       
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Labor Requirements    
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Chemical Use       
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other _____________________________________________________      
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other _____________________________________________________ 
Good Bad 

 
Describe:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Additional Comments/Thoughts/Ideas about this project: 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 
 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EASE OF CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Age: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Occupation: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Where are you from originally? 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
How long have you lived here? Why did you come here? 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What are your current responsibilities in the village? Have you had other responsibilities in the 
past? 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Occupation: ______________________________ Year Started: _________________  
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Occupations/Dates of Change: _____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reason for change:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Number of Employees: _________________________________________________ 
 
Salary System/Years Employed: ___________________________________________  
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Employees/Salary Systems/Dates of Change: _________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reason for change:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Description of land used (owner/altitude/soil/surroundings/other): ________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Number of Years Used: __________________________________________________   
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Lands Used/Dates of Change:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reasons for Change:  
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Maps: 
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Water Source: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Irrigation System: ______________________________________________________  
 
___________________________________________Year Started: _______________   
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Sources/Irrigation Systems/Dates of Change: _________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reason for change: _____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Chemicals/Years started: ________________________________________________   
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Chemicals/Dates of Change: ______________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reasons for Change: ___________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Crops/Year started: _____________________________________________________   
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Crops/Dates of Change: _________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reasons for Change: ____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
Seasons Crops Grown: __________________________________________________   
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Can you change?       
Easy Difficult 
 
Previous Seasons/Dates of Change: ________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reasons for Change: ____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Additional Comments/Thoughts/Ideas: 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 


